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PAl'~ ••• ·-· --· -
.,.;A.'\CES AND ECONOMICS OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS. 

I. INTRODUCTORY. 

Economic Importance of its Canals to the Punjab. 

. . There is a general feeling of pride in the mind of every Punjabi 
i about the ' wonderful ' canal system that the province of his birth can 
' boast of. It may easily be classed as foremost in the world both in its 
.. conception as well as execution. But the actual economic importance 

of its canals to the province is perhaps not as clear to the majority of the 
· people as it should be. . 

The total area of the British Punjab is 60,179,000* acres, out of 
which nearly 12,824,000 acres consist of abadis, mountains; river beds, 
roads, railways, canals etc. and are not· available for cultivation: Area 
under cultivationf is 30,999,000 acres. About 14,380,000 acres 
>re still lying as culturable waste and indicate the possibilities of further 
<xtension of cultivation. Forests cover an area of I ,976,000 acres. 

Out of 30,999,000 acres cultivated about 15,000,000t acres are 
crigated from sources shown below:-

Government Canals 
Private Canals 
Tanks 
Wells 

. Other Sources 

Total 

1935-36. 
10,143,044 acres 

414,877 .. 
35,060 .. 

4,284,960 .. 
137,910 .. 

15,051,851 acres 

The above figures show clearly that Government canals are the most l 
important single source, irrigating as much as 67 per cent. of the total 
irrigated area. · 

· The total number of masonry wells in 1935-36 was nearly 300,000 
, and one well on the average matured II to 14 acres of land in both crops. 
>The cost of irrigation by wells is, however, so heavy in comparison to 
: migation from canals, that these well owners will gladly have their 
l ·rells replaced by canal irrigation, if they have any option in the matter. 

·' Now coming to the effect of canals on the provincial revenue, 
j :C11ble I sh_ows the percentage of receipts from irrigation to the;otal re
•· \)nue receipts. 
~----~----~----------~----~~-----------

• Board of Economic Inquiry, PublicatioD. No. 52, Table II page 5· · 
t According to 1935-36. . 
t Board of Economic Inquiry, Publication No. 52, Table V page 9. 
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192 Finances and Economics of Irrigation Projects. 

*TABLE I. 

• In thousand of rupees . 
Percentage 

Year. Net receipts irom of column 
Total revenue irrigation after 3 to column 

receipts. deducting work· 2. 
ing expenses. 

I 2 3 4 
. 

Rs. Rs. % 

1921-22 .. 8,65,18 3,32,78 38 

1925-26 0 0 11,38,57 4,57,08 40 

1929-30 .. 10,53,92 3,93,80 37 

1934-35 0 0 10,49,86 4,01,76 38 

1936-37 0 0 10,60,88 4,41,84 41 

·' The above figures, however, are slightly misleading, as interest 
charges on capital spent on irrigation works have not been deducted from 
the irrigation receipts. Taking the interest charges into consideration 
the percentage of net receipts from irrigation both direct and indiroct 
would reduce to about 30 p. c. of the total net revenue receipts. The 
total value of crops matured by Govt. canals in· 1937-38 is estimated 
to be Rs. 40,31,68,364. Thus the economic welfare of the province is 
closely tied to its canals. 

Essentials of Financial Success of lrrigatiQ!!.._Projects. 
. ------ . 

U 
Assuming that adequate supplies of water for irrigation purposes 

can be made available at proper times at a reasonable expense and suit
able soil exists, the quantity and distribution of rainfall are the two 
factors that s,leterrnine the necessity for. irrigation. 

Rainfall may vary from year to year. In certain years it may be 
possible to grow good crops without the aid of irrigation and irrigation 
works may be required only to ensure water supply in dry years. When
ever there is good rainfall the cultivators are unwilling to assume the 

• Board of Economic Inquiry, Publication No. &2, Table VIII. 
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------------------------------------
.obligation to pay for irrigation water and however favourable engineering 
conditions may be, an irrigation project in such a tract can hardly be a 
financial success. -

. How the rainfall in the typical districts of the Punjab varies from 
year to year is shown by Table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

(SouRcE : STATEMENT I OF SEASoN AND CROPS REPORTS). 

Total rainfall during "the year in inches. 

Year. I 

U.i=o Shoh1 M"km l Hissar 
Lyall- Muzaf-

pur fargarh 

' I 1926-27 26"53 16"98 14"51 3"14 ,.., 

1

. ,." .. 
1927-28 .. 15"38 13"87 7"01 5 "II 6"02 3"66 

1928-29 .. 16"73 17"20 11"23 3"34 17"23 2'49 

1929-30 .. 9"97 35"99 19"35 14"75 12'12 13"53 

1930-31 .. 18"32 26"67 9'08 5"12 13"67 4"72 

1931-32 .. 20"38 34"50 9'36 5"37 18"02 4"93 

1932-33 .. 10"18 13"60 14'96 5"76 5"16 7"38 

1.933-34 .. 24"08 22'62 22"67 7"29 14" 12 . 5"51 . 
1934-35 .. 17"80 24"49 18"31 8"65 16"86 7"65 

1935-36 .. 14"81 12"97 12"89 3"51 8"02 2"10 

1936-37 .. 8"70 22"47 18"17 12"98" 13"68 11"03 

Not only does the total rainfall vary heavily from year to year, but it I 
varies in its distribution at various times of the year. Thus the Punjab 
is eminently suited for irrigation. 

The financial aspect of any project may be considered, firstly, from 
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the point of the financier, whether private. or State, who has to incur ~he 
expenditure on the first cost of construction and subesequently reahzes 
the cost incurred either by a system for repayment of the capital cost 
in a certain number of years (as is the case in United States of America) 
or by charging what is called the water-rate to meet the interest on the 
capital cost incurred and the annual charges on account of administration 
and maintenance. 

Secondly, it may be considered from the point of view of the farmer, 
as the returns to the farmer must be commensurate witb._the costs he has 
to incur. The charges for the water supply or thef<i6iana)ate is not the 
only additional cost that the farmer has to incur o~1leintroduction of 
irrigation. Usually the charges for water from an irrigation enterprise 
cover the cost of bringing the water to the boundary of each chak, but 
no further. The distributing system on the farm itself is put in by the I' 
farmer at his own expense. The cost of the farm distributing system 
naturally must vary from farm to farm with the topographical character 
of the land, the soil and the works installed. Irrigation requires that 
the surface of the fields should have fairly even slopes in order that 
water may be spread uniformly over the surface. This necessitates a 
certain amount of levelling, the exact amount depending on the natural 
topography. Such levelling is unnecessary where only barani cultivation 
is practised. For new lands a certain amount of expenditure has to be 
incurred by the farmer in clearing jungle and brushwood and putting 
some sort of shelter hut and fencing. In addition there are annual 
costs for mointaining the farm distributing system (watercourses) and for 
applying water to the land. When water is running on to the fields it is 
necessary to give constant attention to see that it is distributed properly. 

:V-The above charges are peculia_r_!o ir_tigation and due to irrigation. These 
· charges are m addition to tne usual cost of prOduction. ltirrigation is 

to be profitable to the farmer, it must produce sufficiently large returns 
to him to justify this additional cost. 

It is obvious that if the returns to the farmer are not commensurate 
with the cost incurred by him, ·he will not take the water for irrigation 
and the corresponding return to the financier will be reduced. 

\ 

No irrigation project can be said to be a financial success unless 
the returns both to the financier as well as the farmer are reasonably 
adequate. If the financier is the State, it may decide, for other consider• 
ations, to finance even at a loss, as has been the case in most of the 
Western countries ~here lessons of the Great War taught every country 
to be self-sufficient m matters of food supply. The Punjab Canals are 
however, in a much happier position. ' 

Scope of the Paper. 
An attempt has been ma~e in. this Paper t.o present facts and ligures 

from a financ1al and economic pomt of v1ew m a manner easily under• 
stood. Loose generalizations have been avoided. 
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I 
The Paper mainly deals with the Punjab weir-controlled canals. 

Figures of costs and returns for tube-wells and open wells have beep 
given for the sake of comparison. A few projects from other Indian 

I 
Provinces have been included. Here and there a comparison has been 
made with the United States of America. 

Methods of financing irrigation projects have been dealt with and 
a comparison made of the Indian and American policies. Costs and 
returns both to the State and the farmer have been discussed at great 
length. The possibilities of expansion of irrigation have been examined 
both from a physical as well as an economic point of view. From the 
data presented in the Paper a plea has been put forward to revise the 
financial tests at present applied to irrigation works before they are 
undertaken. 
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ll. FINANCING OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS. 

Development of Financial Policy in India. 

Prior to 1854all public works in India except railways were carried on 
by the Engineering Department of the Army under the superintendence 
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of a Military Board.* The expenditure incurred was treated as 
' ordinary' and was charged against the revenue of the year; no 
capital or revenue accounts of the works were kept. For this reason it 
is difficult, almost impossible, in the case of the older works to find out 
their actual linanc1al pos11!on. -

The system of charging the cost of large productive works against 
yearly revenue was soon recognized as defective, and it was decided that 
only such works were to be charged against yearly revenue that came 
within the followingf definition:- . 

" Those relating to the maintenance and erection of civil and 
military buildings, the repair and construction of roads, and 
the other multifarious works necessary for the smooth and 
effective working of a great Empire." 

Works of public utility such as railways, canals and harbours which 
were calculated to increase the wealth and promote the prosperity of the 
country were to be constructed from borrowed funds and treated. as 
commercial undertakings. Of these latter works proper capital ·and 
revenue accounts were to be kept. 

As in the case of railways, great pressure:!: was brought upon the 
Governmentoflndiain 1858to promote irrigation under what was known 
as the" guarantee " system. A Madras Irrigation Company was formed 
with a Government guarantee of 5 p. c. i.tpon a capital of one million 
pounds. A few years alter, another private company called the East 
India Irrigation Co., undertook, without a guarantee, the construction of 
a system of irrigation canals in Orissa. About 1863 the status of guar
anteed companies was so far assured and the East India Irrigation Com
pany seemed to consider themselves so certain of success, that a· proposal 
was actually made§ by .the Secretary of that Company (1863) to pur
chase the works of the Ganges Canal from the Government. It was pro-

J posed that all returns up to 25 p.c. of the capital were to be retained by 
the Company, any surplus beyond that was to be divided between the 
Company and the Government. 

The arrangement between the Secretary of State and the East 
India Irrigation Company soon became so involved that it was considered 
advisable to terminate the contract by the purchase of the works of the 

, company at a price much above their market value. This sale was effected 

* The Irr;gation Works ofludio, by Buckley (1880), Chap.ter I, page 1. 
t Report of the Select Committee on Indian Public Works 1879, 

pageiil. · 
t ~aport of the Select Committ-ee ·on 'Indian Public Works, 1879, 

page VI. 

§ Copiea of despatches ordered to · bo printed by the House of 
Commons, 6th March 1867. 
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at a time when the company was practically bankrupt. The Madras 
Irrigation Company since its formation, except during one year, 
succeeded in meeting its working expenses. These two companies were 
the only ones connected with irrigation works in India. 

In 1867 the Government decided that both the railway and irriga• 
tion works should be constructed by their own agency, which course 
was considered to be more economical and more easily controlled 
than the guarantee system. • 

It was in 1866 that the Government of India pointed out that what 
the Government desired was a permanent and persistent effort to carry 
out gradually a large extension of irrigation works. They desired to 
raise loans to be devoted exclusively to this purpose, for they feared that 
unless the principle of steady progress was definitely accepted, it would 
never be found financially convenient* to carry on works from beginning 
to end with proper vigour. The effect of depending from time to time 
upon the fluctuation of the money market would be the same as that of 
depending on occasional years of surplus revenue. In times of pressure 
the progress of works would be starved, and in times of financial pros• 
perity attempts would be made to push forward schemes without experi
enced establishment or matured arrangements. The Secretary of State 
accepted this proposal of raising of loans necessary to construct produc
tive irrigation works, the estimates of which had been thoroughly 
matured and of which reasonable expectation was maintained that they 
would prove remunerative. In consequence of this policy, great activity 
prevailed in the Irrigation Department during 1867 to 1869. Many 
schemes were proposed and surveyed and the staff of engineers was 
largely increased. The result was that r.large sum of £10,569,935 was 
expended on ,irrigation works.t The depressed state oflndian finances f 
just about this time created doubts as regards the wisdom of such great : 
extension. The returns were not nearly as large as were predicted. · 

The Select Committee on Indian Public Works reporting fo the 
House of Commons in 1879 said:-

" The financial result of works of irrigation are in the opinion of 
your Committee the best test of their utility. A railroad may 

- traverse, between its termini, certain districts which it does not 
materially improve, yet the work may be on the whole beneficial 
to the country. Unless, however, an irrigation work benefits 
the immediate locali\r in which it is placed, it can be of no use 
to outside districts.' 

• Copy of despatches oY.dered to be printed by the House of Commons, 
6th March 1866. 

t Appendix Til, V & Vll, Report of Select Commit. tee on East India 
Public Works, 1879. 
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In accordance with the recommendations of the. S~lec~ Committ~c 
referred to above, it was decided that the results of 1mgat1on works m 
India should be tested as below:-

(i) By considering the capital cost of any work to be simply the 
sum actually spent on its construction. 

. (ii) 

(a) 

By debiting the revenue account yearly with 

the simple interest on the capital cost of the works at the 
commencement of the year, 

(b) the working expenses of the year. 

· · (iii) By crediting the revenue account yearly. 

(a) with direct receipts, 

(b) with indirect receipts . 

. The difference between (ii) and (iii) for one year will show the 
profit or loss for that year. It was generally admitted at that time that 
irrigation works in India could not be expected to pay within 10 years of 
opening of the canal for irrigation, and this was, therefore, the period 
fixed for testing the financial results of any project. The actual test 
consisted in the project being able to,earn sufficient revenue so as to pay 

l 
a certain minimum return after deducting· all working expenses on the 
sum-at-charge in the tenth year of its opening. The sum-at-charge is 
defined as the capital cost of construction plus the arrears of simple 
interest up to that year. · 

' 
Before the introduction of the Reforms of 1921, all loans for the con

struction of productive irrigation works in the various provinces were 
raised by the Government of India in the money market of London and 
these were treated as advances made to the Local Government from the 
revenues of. India at certain rates of interest fixed by the Central 
Government. After the Reforms, the Provincial Governments have 
raised loans on their own credit. 

Development of Financial Policy in America. 

The financing of land reclamation projects has undergone very 
heavy changes as a result of the experience gained from 1ime to time. 
About 79 p. c. of the total irrigated area in the United States of America 
was fi!'"!'ce?· by individuals, P"!'lne~ships and corporations. Since 
1910, 1mgat1on enterpnses by leg1slat1ve action or· carried on directly 
by Government agenc1es have been gaining rapidly in relative jmport• 
a nee. 
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In 1884 an Act called the Carey Act, named after its promoter was 
passed. This Act held out great promises but has so far accounted for 
less than 3 p.c. of the total irrigated area. It granted to each of the arid 
States up to one million acres of desert land subject to certain provisions 
for reclam•tion by the States. The works were executed through the 
ag:ncy of Construction Companies which provided the money for and 
built the works, these Companies having been authorized to sell water 
ri~hts to parties buying the land from the States. The Carey Act con• 
tamed a so':'nd ~nancial principle in that it permitted invested capital 
to earn, besides mterest, a profit, commensurate with the risk involved. 

The investors, however, were reluctant to avail themselves of this 
Act until a large margin could be assured. 

Then came the Irrigation District Enterprises. These enterprises 
have been responsible for about 10 p.c. of the irrigated area. This method 
was comparatively independent of Government aid. According to this 
method laws were passed creating irrigation districts. The main finan• 
cial features of this method were: funds were raised by the sale of 
bonds ; interest, sinking funds and the cost of operation and mainte
nance were raised by assessment against the lands included within the 
district. The working of the Irrigation District method necessarily 
differed according to the property that was subject to the bond lien. 
Where the immediately existing land values, independent of any specu· 
lative element, left a larg'l. margin over the amount of the bond 
issue, the security was good and the method worked. On the other 
hand, where the existing land values were far below the bond issue, the 
security was uncertain and was dependent on numerous factors, such as 
under-estimated cost, insufficient water supply, faulty engineering and 
over-estim•ted rapidity of settlement. These carried varying degrees 
of risks and in the absence of an ample margin of security found a poor 
response. It was on this account that the *policy of reclamation had to 
undergo a material change and the Federal Reclamation Act of 1902 came v 
into being. The area financed Clirectly by Governmental financing 
agency amounted to 8 p.c. of the total development in 1920. The 
Federal Government actually puts up the money for reclamation and thus 
ass~mos financial responsibility. The Federal Act set aside a "Reclama• 
tion Fund " from the proceeds of the sale of pubhc lands. ThiSIUnd 
was meant to be a revolving fund, that is, the costs of constructing irri· 
gation works to be repaid by the water users, go back into the fund and 
be used again for constructing other projects. 

The original law provi~ed that the cost of a':'Y. project should be 
re·p•id in 10 equal annual mstalments, thus providmg for a reason· 
ably rapid turn-over of th~ fund. How:ver, payments made 
did not amo:.~nt to much,_ and m 1914 the penod of repayment was 

* Tcnle, E~.ln>mic.J of L.tn.i RnlO\mt~i.:m, P'~~ 165. 
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extended to :ZO years, thus very much retarding the nominal rate of 
turn-over of the fund. Furthermore, the Secretary of the Interior was 
authorized to determine when the 20-year period of repayment shall 
begin. On one of the projects this period was delayed for as much as 
14 years, thus making the period for repayment 34 years. 

In 1924, the whole basis of repayment was changed, with the effect 
of extending very greatly the period of repayment. This amendment 
of the Reclamation Act provided for payments per acre of 5 p.c. of the 
average annual gross return per acre. It extended the period in the 
case of certain projects to 90 years and had to be modified jn 1926. The 
amendment of 1926 provided a maximum repayment period of 40 years, 
leaving the details to the Secretary of the Interior. 

As there is no interest on deferred payments, every extension of the 
period of repayment is to the advantage of the water users, but decreases 
the rate at which the revolving fund will revolve. To help this fund 
new legislation was enacted in 1920 providing that 52· 5 p.c. of the re
ceipts under the Oil Leasing Act and 5 p. c. of the receipts under the 
Federal Water Power Act shall go into the Land Reclamation Fund. 

With the public lands largely disposed of the receipts from sale of 
public lands have become very small. With repeated extensions of the 
period of repayment and various " relief " acts postponing payments, 

\ 

repayments of construction costs have amounted to very little. Thus 
the Oil Leasing Act has become the principal source of revenue for the 
Land Reclamation Fund. The Water· Power Act has not yet begun 
to yield any considerable revenue. 

Under the Law, no interest on funds expended for construction 
is charged as a part of the cost. 

This federal policy of reclamation has met with a certain amount 
of adverse criticism. It has been accused of constituting a heavy sub
sidy, but on the whole the federal reclamation policy has been defended 
on the score that the construction of large projects involving the reclama
tion. of desert lands carries under present conditions risk out of pro• 
por!Jon to profits and will not be undertaken by unaided enterprises for 
a l?ng time .and that stagnation of irrigation development may prove a 
senous detnment to the nation. Expansion of irrigation involves an 
ever-increasing expenditure per acre as it can only depend on residual 
strea~ Row necessit.ating relatively greater outlay for storage and be
cause 1t usually reqmres longer average distance of water carriage. Table 
3 taken from Mr. He!'ny's Paper* .shows in ~broad way the rising cost 
per acre for reclama!Jon schemes m the Umtcd States of America:-

*Mr. Henny, Vol. 02, Paper No.l666, page 557. 
Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers.-~ 
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0· ~~..,......~TABLE 3. 
--- <>1- 4• ,.....- . 

CosT PER ACRE. 

Year. 
Construction. 

s 
7"96 

9"04 

15"85 

26"81 

Annual maintenance 
and operation. 

---~ 

1"07 

2"43 

-~ Thus the costs of future projects per acre must necessarily be 
greater and the net receipts less, justifiying a change in the policy of · 
handlin.g reclamation projects by Government agency in place of' private 
enterpnse. 

T~ndian and American State Policies Compared. 

Experience in India as well as in America led to the same conclu
sion that big irrigation projects cannot be undertaken by private enter
prise. Private enterprise has some obvious points to its favour, but 
there are far too many uncertain factors connected with irrigation 
schemes to encourage private capital being invested in them. It speaks 
volumes for the early British administrators that they realized this fact 
right in the beginning, otherwise irrigation works in India could have 
never developed on the sca~·they have done. 

[ 

In America a standing Land Reclamation Fund has been created 
from the income derived from the sale of public lands, and from oil and 
potassium leases. It is from this fund that irrigation projects are financed 
in the first instance. The capital cost without interest is then recovered 
from the farmer in not more than 40 years. After the complete repayment ( 
of this charge no further charge is made on this account. In addition 
a charge per acre is levied on account of annual maintenance and 
operation ; this charge is payable yearly in advance and varies from 
yea ')to year depending on the amount of ·water required . 

..J In India the capital required for financing an irrigation project 
is raised on loan in the open market on Government security. This loan 
stands as a public debt till it is cleared from surpluses of provincial reve
nues in accordance with the rules of the Finance Department. Only the 
interest on this capital is met yearly from the revenue budget by debit 
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1 to the administrative accounts of the project. No attempt is made to 
recover the capital cost from the farmers whose lands benefit from the 
particular project. The farmer pays only a flat rate per acre for water 

1 based principally on the value of the crop harvested. Actual costs and 
\returns to the State and the farmer will now be discussed. 

m. COST AND RETURNS TO THE STATE. 

-Cost to the State Classified. 

,_fthe cost to the State may be grouped under three h.eads : ...... 

(a) Interest on the capital cost and arrears of interest for the 
construction period. 

(b) Cost of administration. 

(c) Cost of annual repairs and maintenance. 

In the administrative accounts of a project, the capital cost is divided 
into direct and indirect charges. 

Direct charges include the cost of :

Works, 

Establishment, and 

Tools and Plant. 

Indirect charges consist of two item~-

(a) Capitalized abatement of land revenue-this is taken at 
twenty times the annual amount of land revenue remitted 
on account of lands coming under the works. 

(b) Audit and Accounts Establishment-this is taken as I per 
cent. on works expenditure, or the actual expenditure 
where it is readily ascertainable as in the case of separat; 
~udit and Accounts Offices constituted for specific pro
Jects. 

Previously leave and pens!on charg_es went t~ the indirect charges, 
but from 1926-27 these are ancluded an Estabhshment under direct 
charges. 
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Capital Costs of Various Irrigation Projects Compared. 

Capital outlay (up to the end ·of 1937-38) per acre assessed 
(average of 3 years 1935-38) for various projects is given in Table 4. 

JABLE 4. .· 

Name of Canal 

Old Perennial Canals. 
Upper Bari Doab 
Western Jumna 
Sir hind 
Lower Chenab ·· 

Old lnu~dation Canals. 
Sidhnai Canal ' 
Chenab Inundation Canals 

Triple Canals. 
Lower J helum Canal •. 
Upper Jhelum, Upper Chenab & 

Lower Bari Doab. -

Recently Constructed Canals.* 
Sutlej Valley Project ~British) .. 
Sarda Canal (U. P.) -

Canals under construction in 'the 
Punjab.* 
Haveli Canals, 

According to 193~ Project 
According to total actual antici
pated expenditure 1938 

Projects under consideration in the 
Punjab.* · 
Lesser Thai Project (1936 Esti

mate) 
Bhakra Dam Project (Storage 

1919 Estimate). • . 

Year of 
completion Qf 

construction. 

31-3-79 
31-3-86 
31-3-87 

31-3-1900 

31-3.86 
31-3-95 

31-3-1917 
31-3-1917 

31-3-1933 
1930 

Outlay per acre 
assessed 

(1935-38). 

- ---
Rs. 

17"29 
20"72 
21"43 
19"65 

5"09 
6"1 

24.73 
54"88 

61"14 
72"74 

55'49 

36'25 

66"20 

95"0 

• Figures for these are calculated on tho area to be irrjgated on fuU 
development of the Project. 
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These figures show that in earlier projects capital cost per acre was 
very much less than those in subsequent years. The great increase 
in cost is due partly to increased prices of labour and materials but more 
largely to increasing difficulties of construction and to the use of more 
permanent types of structures) In the case of inundation canalsthecapital 
cost per acre is the lowest, but it is obvious to even a casual student of 
irrigation that the best use of the available water is not made in the 
inundation canals. The area that can benefit from the inundation 
canals is e3Sentially limited in extent. In the case of earlier projects the 
cost of canals constructed before the British period is also not included. 

It may be noted that for the Haveli Project the actual anticipated out
lay per acre comes toRs. 36 '25 only and compares very favourably with 
the earlier projects. It is practically half of the recently constructed 
projects and is only 63 per cent. of similar outlay on the Triple Canals. 

It is interesting to compare the figures of outlay per acre with 
schemes other than gravity flow. The fo!lowing cases are taken from 
other provinces and the United States of Amerio.a :--, 

TABLE, 5. 

Name of Canal (system). 
·Capital outlay 
direct & indirect 
per acre (1935-36). 

---------------1--~----

Divi Pumping 'l;ystem 

State tube wells (United Provinces) 

Ram Ganga (U. P. Storage) 

Karol Bagh Tube-well Irrigation (Punjab) 
.(Estimat; I 938) 

fUnited States of America (1920 Census) 

All streams gravity 

Streams pumped 

Wells pumped 

Stored storm water · 

• See Table on working expenses. 
t Teele, Economics of Land Roclamntion, page 206. 

Rs. 
86'3 

37'0 

153'7 

45'0* 

63'0 

77'0 

126'0 

185'0 



TABLfl 7. 1 
STATEMENT SHOWING COSTS OF VARIOUS HEADWORKS. 

' ' 
Design Data. I I. WoBX~ I I Indirect charges. Coot per Cost per Cost per Cost per Year . - I ouseo of foot of cnsec of foot of of Maximum Distance (1) Head works. ' Grand toto.l maximum distance ! V. Receipts Total Dire~ · maximum distance rlworke. Start Head across the Flood between Total II. Estab. III Tools IV. Sus- on Capital Charges Capitaliza- Leave and" Direct and flood dis- botwoon flood Dis- between discharge. abutments. ' r.rota.l Head- (6) Special (7) Losses I~ Works lishment. and plant: pense. Acccunt. Cola. 19 to 23 tion of abn- pom~ion o.nd Total lndi· Indirect charge (on abutmenta charge on abutments comple- A. B.; c. K.- M.- 0.- I P.- ~·~ Losses on works (Cola. Tools and on Stock. (Columns) 

tement of Audit and r€ct Charges (Cole. 24+27). I. Works (on I. Works c..lil·cct and on direct tion. Under., Weir. Preliminary. Land. Works. Buildings. Plantation. MiE.cella- I Maint.e- Raiiwa~ Nalagarh 7 to 15). Plant. 16 to 18. .. . hmd revenue Accounts Cola. 25+26 fignres.) figures.( inofirect and indirect sluices. 
I neous. nance. Quarry. Charges. chal"geS. charges. 

2 3 I 4 I 5 6 I 7 I 8· 9 10 11 
I 

12 I 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 I 21 ! 22 23 I 24 I 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
Feet. Feet. Cusecs. Feet. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

I 
Rs. 

! 
Rs. Rs. I Rs. . Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Ra. Rs. Rs. 

Expenditure to end of 1931-38 (including contribution figure\. 
3.D.C.) . . 1869 11·o .. 2.00.000 .. . . ~66 10,68,827 89,232 .. I 3461 .. . . .. 11,57,939 .. . . ~1,57,939 

' . . .. .. .. 
C) . . 1869 .. .. 350,000 .. 4,738 12,05,125 75,824 13,539 24,839 .. . . 13,24,065 . . 13,24 065 (Including contributicn figures). 1886 

.. .. 
: .. .. .. .. 

1884 15•1 ' 2,65,533 2,65,533 

I 
' - 1892 

.. . . .. 754 ,235 2,46,260 17,893 .. 391 .. .. . . .. .. 
' ' .. .. .. .. ' ' 1874 ' 42,976 .. 14"5 14•5 233,ooo 2396t307·o 755 11,\)37 14,70,201 1,40,372 .. 77,342 37,663 .. . . 17,37,370 315 17,80,661 {Including contribution figur('cs). 

(ost 
for Headwork~ under these Heads not available separately 1882 

' 
I 7•64 658"28 .. .. I 1889 54;~05 ' ' · Chenab) 19•0 19•0 800,000 4414 5,710 104,69,436 1,54,646 6,0F4 1,68,784 44,388 1,09,13,153 66,858 2,792 109,82,803 1892 .. .. 

I ' I 13•72 2,488 "17 .. .. 
'helnm). 1898 19•0 18·8 600,000 4400 12,619 31b72 42,92,885 2,01,754 19,273 28,020 45,86,323 .. . . 45,86,323 1901 .. .. .. 

94)615 

7·64 1,042•34 .. .. 
Chona b). 1905 19·17 20•9 68,861 ' 

1910 
712,371 4469•5 8,284 83,59,383 2,25,378 .. 75,153 1,35,343 .. .. 88,98,156 7,317 89,74,334 

I 12•59 2,007•95 .. .. . 

I •.C.) 1907 21•5 21·5 105,000 1645•5 14,355 47,91,521 2,19,272 29,3i5 78,796 53,61,197 1,912 53,63,109 J . - 2,27,918 .. .. .. 
' 

.. 
' I912. 

51·07 3,2.59·25 . . .. I ' 
1-i, 10,3181 

<Ia 1921 19·o. 19·0 450,000 1956 1,18,125 ,21,01,921 91,29,300 4,58,328 7,120 3,24,339 1,19,971 7,03,434 12,44,628 1,42,07,186 12,30,723 49,508 1,04,87,417 2,29,879 1,22, 769 5,00,715 1,67,49,668 81,648 263,960 3,45,608 *1,70,95,276 34•41 7,917·oo 37·98 8,739·91 :.V.P.) I 1927 .. 
' .V.P.) .. I 1921 21•0 18•5 325,000 2223 84,517 7,o6;348 1,37,45,879 4,71,736 44,260 1,24,051 12,900 8,68,819 16,85,325 1,77,43,835 12,73',379 198,624 1,92,15,8~8 17;52,905 I 2,20,771 2,90,099 5,85,097 2,08,94,51~ 976 2,89,860 2,90,836 *2,11,85,352 59·12 8,644·1 65•18 9,530•07 1926 I 

(i) Rer-l I ' 1922 18•25 18·0 225,000 ' "' 1621 75,767 7,77,460 1,27,45,560 7,78,153 vice & 74,349 2,13,310 5,96,951 12,23, 786 10,03, 733 1,72,33,568 13;76,388 ~06,415 1,8'7,16,371 23,65,306 2_,88,664 3,33,271 4,23,450 2,12,80,162 .. 2,90,271 2,90,271 1927 Bound· 14,499 

1 

•2,15,70,453 84·3 11,546·18 97•16 13,306·86 
ary ' 

1926 18•5 19•0 i Roads. 

26·4/ 
P.) "' 700,000 3150 Ex- 33,426 6,97,761 1,30,11,468 6,02,692 7,812 1,68.307 2,89,159 16,60,291 .. 1,64,70,916 8,89,310 51,672 I, 7~, 11,898 15,66,721 I 1,52,471 2,74,588 10,60,250 1,83,45, 428 160 1,38~2!18 I ,:18,368 1931 eluding , 

·I *1,84,83, 706 24·87 5,527· 5~ 5,867·87 ' I I Groyne. ' ' ! 

I ; 
ofSarda I 1919 17.0 15•0 ~00,000 1964 

I 
3,71,3871 90,95,190 t 9b,95,lDO 1 15·15 4,eao 9 .. 26,492 2,5!\,666 79,47,527 7,902 3,18,703 1,71,513 .. .. 1930 .. .. . . 

' I i J .Costs Wider these head1 not available sc>J>nrotcly for ' Roadworks.' 
' · ofBukkur l926 20•5 18·5 1500,000 I 4725 66,416 10,53,636 3,67,01,344 20,58,855 1,00,292 4,24,207 4,04,02,750 1,06,67,013 55,670 ~ 5,1~,25.523 34•08 10,820·21 .. .. 1933 .. .. . . 

I 
I I 1937 

, I I I 35•35 5,426· 6S ;z~ 1935 19•0 19·0 . 650.000 

·~·I 
35,000 19,20,000 1.56,29,000 5,63,000 10,000 1,85,000 1,76,000 11,49,000 .. 1,96,67,000 10,76,000 50,000 2,07,93,000 17,77,000 . 2,08,000 .. 1,00,000 2,26, 78,000 96,000 2,08,000 3,04,000 2,29,82,000 31·98 4,909·j9 •ted). 1942 ' I ' 

ze Total 1937 29"0 25•0 650.000 I 3026 I 
9,00,000 1,44,53,000 9,27,000 

I 
6,38,000 61,000 3,53,000 1,07,400 1,63,35,600 90,000 1.,53,900 2,43,900 1,65, 79,500 23·67 5,087·92 .:!5 50 I 5,-lSU·S! fli39 50,000 19,00,000 1,09,24,000 4,00,000 4,000 1,10,000 1,65.000 .. 11,000 1,53,91,000 ·tual ex-

i I ' I .. 
i i ' : I . 

• Including Contribution figures. 
t Taken from p. 119 of Completion Report of Sarda Canal, 1931. 
~ Taken, from P. 118 of Completion Report of the Lloyds Barrage Vol. II. 



TABLE 6. 

Capital Costs of Various Projects . . 
. 

i !-Works ! • . . I ' ' 

(2) Main Canal and ( 4) Drainage & Protective ~ Total I. Works II. Establisbment. III. Tools and plant IV, Suspense. v. Receipts on Total Direct Cbargcs. Indirect Cbarges. Total DUect and 
(1) Head works ( 3) Distributaries (5) Watercowse>:. (6) Special Tools & Plant (7) Losses on Stock I Capital Account. Cbarges. 

Year of Area assess~ Branches, Wm·ks : \ 

' . Completion ed 3 years I 

I --
Cosi~r. rJect 

of average Total Cost Cost per Total cost Cost per Cost per ' 
Construction (1935-38) 

Total cost Total cost Cost per Total cost Cost per Total cost I Cost per Total cost Cost per Total cost Co•t per Total cost Cost per Total cost Total cost Cost per Total credit Credit per Total cost Cost per Total cost ~tper Total cost Q 
to end of acre to end of acre to enrl of acre to E:nd of acre to end of acre to end of I acre to end of acre to end. of acre to end of acre to enrl of acre to end of acre to end of acre to end of acre to end of acre to end of ' 1937-38. assessed. 1937-38. afllessed. 1937-38 assessed. 1937-38. assE~ssed. 1937-38. assosse.d 1937-38. aseessed. 1937-38 assessed. 1937-38 assessed. 1937-38. assessed. 1937-38. asse"fd. 1937-38. af!sessed. • 1937-38. assessed. 1937-38. assessed. 1937-38. assessed. 1937-38. as I 

I I L... - I -I 2 3 6 ~7 I I ( I 
-

4 5 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
I 

lDoab 

' I Acres. 
I 

.·I~. Rs. Rs. Rs- :&a. Rs. Rs. Ra. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. R•. Rs. Rs. ' Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs Rs. Ra. Rs. 
' 

I 31-3-79 . 1,256,954 0•92 1,14,27,340 
I 

9•09 
t·58 

.· 62,887 .. 11,57,939 41,58,405 3·31 1,33,368 O·IO 6,823 . 0 .005 1~66, 70,357 13·26 36,20,826 2·87 7,38,397 0"05 1,00,892 0·08 2,00,01,575 16·7 7,46,183 0•59 2,17,37,758 ' .. .. .. . . 
umna : I -·-.. 31-3-86 990,032 13,24,065 1•34 75,90,731 I 7•67 39,39,306 3·97 7,41,1 77 0-74 19, 24, 123 1•94 1,55,19,402 15:§7 40,68,121 4•10 2,88,903 f•29 29,182 0•03 2,92,136 0•29 1,06,13,472 19·81 9,02,972 0•91 2,05,16,444 .. .. .. . . 

I {on general -
works at I I, • • 

' 
> end of i - .. 

I 1864-65 ' I I tnal 31-3-86 : ' .. 1,231,589 11,36,316 o·92 1,22,99,045 9•98 41,43,819 3•36 5,93,310 0•48 27,505 o·o1 315 1;82,00,310 14•77 ' 40,10,321 3·98 21,14, 780 1,08,213 o·os 1,75,425 0•14 2,51,58,190 20•42 12,43,686 1•01 2,64,01,885 .. .. . . 
' ' - ; ' 

~~ 
i . I I 

31-3-1900 2,357,921 1,09,13,153 4•62 1,57' 73,523 ' 6•69 . 75,47,712 3•20 20,26,538 0"85 1,30,131 0"05 66,858 0•02 2,792 0·001 3,64,60, 707 15•46 81,36,544 3·45 lj,l8,242 r· 2,76,932 0·11 4,26,329 0•18 453,66,096 19·23 9,69,587 0•41 4.63,35,683 

31-3-1917 845,941 
l I 

45,86,323 5•42 65,40,496 ! 7·73 47,63.503 5•63 5,02,791 0•59 1;64,06,837 19·39 33,44,927 3·95 4,93,343 ·58 .1,43,639 .0•16 89,113 0·10 2,03,99,633 24•11 5,23,774 0·61 209,23,407 .. .. .. .. .. . . 
.alE -. 31-3-1917 2,005.139 1,48,13,532 7•38 5,63.09,205 i 28·08 1,28,43,594 6·40 29,78,726 

I 
. 89.64,013 ·47 4,84,900 0•24 60,63,201 3•02 10,75,11,303. 53·61 25,48,226 1•27 11,00,59,529 1•48 15,60,863 0"77 68,861 0·03 6,859 0•003 8,85,81,640 44·17 1,55,43,951 7·75 

I 
. 

ley 31-3-1933 ' ' . 
-. 1,478,000• 2,34,05,627 15•83 2,94,06,132 19·88 1,65, 87, 333 11·22 3,28,978 0•22 39,51,611 2"67 31,31,230 2•11 4,03,832 0·27 r172,14,743 

. 
52·24 ~1,31,97 ,643 8·93 12,18,041 ·82 9,59,527 0·65 38,09,104 2•57 8,87,80,850 60·06 15,96,774 1·08 _9,03,77,624 

ch abare) 1,449,702, 16•14 .. 20·28 11•44 0•22 2·72 2.15 0•27 53·26 9·10 ·84 0·66 2·62 61·24 1·10 

als 1930 1,350,000t 
I ~,93, 73,422* 2·31 -. 90,95,190 6•73 4,40, 88,706 I 32·65 1,65,32,210 12•24 29,16,659 2•16 18,68,565 1·38 40,77,592 3•02 1,19,351 o·os 58·79 1,62,56,123 12•04 15,46,831 ·14 9,13,264 I ' 0•67 33,00,000 2•44 9,50,74,9841 70·42 31,29,132 9,8!M>4,116 

1,014.053, 8•96 43·47 16•30 2•87 1•84 4•02 o·11 78•27 16·03 . ·52 0·90 3·25 including 93·75 3·08 
(1935-36) i Rs. 2,85,344 

' for surveys ' 

I 

and experi-
mente. . I .. ' : ' 1ject 965,344 

I'· I ~-71 0-68 . - 2,29,16,000 23~73 1,41,84.000 14•69 50,98,000 5•28 14,15,000 80,000 ' 6•93 6,93,000 12,99,000 1•34 5,29,09,000 54•80 6,66,000 5,35, 75,000 
d 1935 1·46 12,82,000 1•32 18,45,000 1·91 o·os 4,68,20,000 48•50 66,95,000 .. .. 

I 2·71 1 
! 

~-14 l-ed Actual 965,344 1,44,53,0CO 14•d7 1,29,62,461 13·42 ' ·1,43,336 4,60,220 3,46,62,632 j 3,37,368 I 0-34 3,50,00,000 . - ! 26,19,141 50,027 0•05 1,1!,000 0·11 . 9.83.447 1•01 15,547 0·01 3,11,94,623 32·31 29,82,768 3•08 0•47 1,18,315 0·12 35·97 

l 
• • Full Development figure vide page 11 S.V.P. Completion Report, 1935. 

t Full Development figure vide page 8 of tbe Completio'l Report of Sarda Canal, 1931. 
• Ineludcs Rs. 6,75,149 for extended cbanne~EJ from Robilkhand. 
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Name of Headworks. (1) Train-
ing Works. 

1 2 

Ganda Singhwala, S.V.P. Rs. 
(Ferozepore Weir.) 10,63,391 

Suleimanke S.V.P. 36,41,652 

Islam S.V.P. .. 25,87,336 

Panjnad S.V.P. 23,16,000 

Emerson ( 1935) Estimated 
(Haveli Project.) 

. 
21,80,386 

Emerson (1938) Actual 12,52,600 
anticipated on comple-
tion. .. 
(Haveli Project.) 

TABLE 8. 

State ~nt showing cost of Various Headworks under 'C Works l by detailed sub·heads . 

0. Works. . ' Dtsign Data . 
' . 

I(•) Pumping. 
i I Maximum 

Head Across the 
(ii) We (iii) Head (iv) Gates (vi) River (vii) ( t.-iii) L~sseP\ 
and u, er- Regulator. and I Diversion. Unforeseen. onNalagarh Total. 

I 
llood 

Gearing. 

I 
Discharge. sluica 

3 

R 
35,1' 100 

52,4 510 

61,7 ~79 

60,66,,800 

1 
84,44,904 .. 
63,7~,000 

I 
!' l 

'. ' 

I 4 5 

Rs. Rs. 
11,03,726 12,96,591 

!6;86,099 18,21,575 

12,98,253 10,78,237 

8,34,262 17,03,644 

5,21,710 23,00,000 

2,81,400 17,65,000 

I 6 7 8 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
5,11,106 15,19,426 77,160 

5,61, 791 7,89,252 .. 
2,67,422 12,62,077 76,956 

10,27,665 10,26,671 36,426 

' 
10,00,000 5,50,000 6,32,000 

5,50,000 6,00,000 1,00,000 

I 

Quarrr Under Weir. 
'sluices. . 

9' 10 11 I 12 13 

Rs. Rs. feet. feet. cnsecs. 
!2,4t 628 1,03,73,928 19·0 IO·O 4,60,000 

16,8~,325 1,54,31,204 2!•0 18·5 3,25,000 

10,03,733 1,37,49,293 18'25 18•0 225,000 

... 1,30,11,468 18•5 19·0 700,000 

' 
I .. 1,56,29,000 19•0 19•0 6,50,000 
i 
I 
I 1,09,24,000 29 ·o 25•0 6,50,000 .. , 
' I 
! 

I Distance 
between 

abutments. 

14 

..-feet. 
1,956 

2223 

1,621 

3,150 
excluding 

Groyne. 
4,235 

3,026 



Finances and Economics of Irrigation Proj<ets. ·zos· 

It will be seen that gravity flow systems are the cheapest s.;urce of 
water supply in the intitial outlay. 

Scme of the readers may like to pursue the subject -regarding the 
Punjab Canals. They may refer to Table 6. This table gives the outlay 
per acre under each of the administrative heads of accounts. Brief 
comments on each sub-head are given in the following paragraphs to 
emphasize on certain points, which are responsible for the disparity. 

Head works. 

The most important single item of expenditure is the headwarks 
in the river. Table 7 gives the costs of the more important head works 
of the Punjab and those recently constructed in oth<r provinces, under 
various heads. lThe cost of headworks is indepeng"'nt of the area] 
irrigated and depends on the maximum flood discharge of the river, 
tile width of the work required, head for which it is designed, the type 
and height of gates used and the nature of the river bed. It also depends 
on its distance from the source of supply of construction materials and 
the rates of labour prevalent at the time of construction] A sttict com
parison, therefore, between costs of various headworks'is not possible. 
The costs have been worked out per cusec of the maximum flood capacity 
as well as per foot length between weir abutments. Rupar headworks 
has cost the least. Next comes Rasul, then come Khanki and Marala. 
Balicki's cost is very heavy. The more recent headworks on the 
Sutlej Valley Project, -and Lloyd Barrage (Sukkur) have cost 
appreciably more. It will be interesting to compare the cost of the 
Emerson Barrage of the Haveli Project with the cost of the more re
cently constructed barrages. In comparing the costs with Banbasa 
and Lloyd Barrage one fact must be home in mind, i.e., that stone 
products were available near at hand at both these headworks. The 
stone quarry in the case of the Emerson Barrage is situated at a distance 
of about 80 miles. 

The heaviest cost in the case of a headworks is under' C-Warks'. 
Table 8 comp.res the cost under various detailed sub-heads d ' C-Wc1ks 
for the recently constructed head works in India. 

At a time when alder head works were constructed, ou1 knowledge 
regarding design of such structures was necessarily meagre. Costly re
pairs have therefore been necessary in subsequent 7ears. The more 
recent head works provide better facilities for regulation as they are pro
vided with gates throughout, rather than shutters. 

Storage Dams.· 

In view of the fact that all gravity flow projects with the exception 
of Thai have been built and storage schemes may be taken up in the 
near future it may not be out of place to state the cost of various dams in 
the world. -
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'C' The cost of head works of a storage dam would depend very much 
on its location, its height and its accessibility for Tools and Plant and 
materials required for construction. It may be stated that the cost per 
foot-acre of storage reduces appreciably as the storage capacity 
increases] 

TABLE 9. 

* Comparative Statement o/ Cost per Fool-acre Capacity /or Some 
of the World's Dams. 

Msonry 
Cost per! Cost in contents, Net 

lakhs of million capacity foot-acre REMARKS. 
Name of Dam. rupees. cubic in fooi- of ~pa-1 

feet. acres. Clly. 

Rs. Rs. 

Assuan (Egypt) 

::1 
367'50 18'8 863,177 43 Pre-war. · 

T ansa (India) 30'80 11'0 15,863 194 Do. 

Periyar (India) .. 50'00 5'0 213.499 23 - Do. 

New Croton 
(America) .. 212 '12 23'1 117,539 180 Do . 

Cross River 
(America). 38'30 4'3 40,404 95 Do. 

Sennar (Africa) .. 847'00 14'8 517,906 164 Do. 

Krishnarajasagara 
(Mysore• India) 250'00 29'9 1,008,586 25 Pre-war& 

after war. 

Bundardhara(lndia) 84'00 12'0 231,542 36 Do. 

Nizamsagar (Hyder-
365'701 abad-lndia) .... 30'1 584,160 63 . 
m·oo I Lloyd Dam (lndi.J) 21'5 555,510 31 

. Mettur (Dam) .. t480'00 54'6 2,146,465 22 After-war 
(1928-34) 

*Taken from Souvemr of the Inauguration of tho Co.u\'ery Mettt..r: 
System. · 

t Inclusive of all overhead charges. 
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Main Canal and Branches. 

The cost of the main canal and branches, per acr~, is the least on the 
Lower Chenab Canal but may be taken to be practically the same for 
all the old perennial canals. It was very high on the Triple Canals and 
the Sarda Canal. The actual anticipated cost on the Haveli Project 
(1938) is only Rs. 13'4 against Rs. 19"9 on the Sutlej Valley Project 
(see Table 6) even though 43 miles of the Haveli main canal is lined with 
brick masonry at a cost of sixty lakhs of rupees. 

Uhe cost of the main canal arid branches would depend on the dis-1 
tance of the irrigation boundary from the head works, intensity of irriga
tion and the nature and size of cross drainages.J 

Distributaries. 

The cost of construction of distributaries depends on the capacity 
per thousand acres of the area for which these channels are designed. 
The less the intensity of irrigation, the longer will be the channels 
to serve that area to achieve the same figure of irrigation and consequently 
greater will be the expense per unit of area irrigated. Again the higher 
the capacity factor, the less should naturally be the cost of first construc
tion, i.e., if the channel runs full supply throughout the year it will cost 
less per acre spread on the area irrigated by the water carried by the 
channel. As, however, there is a shortage of water during rabi, and 
on account of climatic conditions crops require less number of waterings 
in winter, it has been found more economical to construct the channels 
bigger to take greater discharge during summer months when' greater 
supply is available from the river. Although this increases the unit 
capital cost of channels, it decreases the unit capital cost of headworks. 
This is the reason -that the cost of distributaries in non-perennial areas 
is higher than in perennial areas. 

In fixing the intensity of irrigation an important fact is that the 
canals in the Punjab are not constructed for earning the maximum profits 
for the State. The principle kept in mind in fixing the boundaries of 
irrigation has been the greatest good of the greatest number irrespective 
of territorial boundaries. 

Table I 0 will show how the cost of construction of distributaries 
on recently constructed canals has varied with their capacity per 
thousand acres of gross culturable commanded and irrigated areas. 
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TABLE 10. 

-
CosT PER ACRE OF WACITY AT DISTRIBUTARY 

HEAD PER I 000 ACRES OF 

Name of Canal. Area 
Cultur· pro- Cultur- Area 

Gross able posed Gross able proposed 
area. comman- to be area. comman- to be 

ded area. irrigated. dedarea. irrigated. 

I .2 3 4 5 6 7 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Cusecs. Cusecs. Cusecs. 

Sutlej Valley 
Project. 

Pakpattan Canal 3"69 4"02 6'70 3'41 3'71 6'18 
Eastern Non-

5"45 9'99 perennial 5"78 6"37 10"61 5"99 
Panjnad 3"15 4"19 4.50 5"34 7"11 7"63 

Sarda Project 
(U. P.) 

Sarda Canal 2·oo 4"02 10'71 1'15 2"31 6"15 

Suk.k.ur Barrage 

Rohri Canal 5"15 5"75 .. 3"85 4"27 
Dadu Canal I 4'29 5"14 6"03 4'74 5"69 6'67 
North Western 

Canal 4"61 5"07 6'22 4'91 5:40 6'63 

--
On the older cmals intensity of irrigation was fixed after studying 

the depth of subsoil water level to avoid danger of waterlogging. These 
percentages ranged from 25 for proprietary land with ground water 
within 20 ft. of the surface, to 75 for Crown waste with ground water 
more than 40 feet from the surface. It hes, however, been now admitted 
by the majority of the engineers that waterlogging is caused by percola
tion from the main canals and that intensity of irrigation has only a 
negligible eflect, if at all, on the subsoil water-table. 
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Watercourses. 

(. 
<..In the older projects watercourses were constmc_t~"d_by land pro· " 

prietors therilsefves-. -In colony canals particularly it was considered 
necessary to construct the watercourses through the Government agency 
and recover the cost in instalments on an acreage basis. There are some 
bad debts which have had to be written of!. Ci"edit goes under' Receipts 

\ on Capital AccounSJ 

Actual cost of construction of watercourses for some of the more re• 
cent canals is given in Table. 11. 

TABLE II. 

Name of Canal. 

Gross area. 

2 

Sut/ej Valley Project. Rs. 

Pakpattan (perennial) o·so 
Eastern (Non-perennial) 1'52 
Panjnad 1 0'49 
(Non-perennial) J 

Sukkur Barrage. 
Rohri Canal 1'04 
Dadu Canal . ., 0'83 
North Western Canal 1'24 

Drainage and Protective Works. 

CosT PER ACRE OF 

Culturable 
commanded 

area. 

3 

Rs. 

0'87 
1 '67 
0'65 

1 '16 
1'00 
1'36 

Area proposed 
to be 

irrigated. 

4 

Rs. 

1'45 
2'79 
0'70 

1'17 
1'67 

In the earlier projects practically little or no provision was made for 
drainage in the original project. Some provision has been made in more 
recent projects. A view has been put forward that necessity of drainage 
works may exist quite apart from the introduction of irrigation and that 
protective works should in all fairness be excluded from the estimated 
capital cost of a project for the purpose of considering its financial 
prospects.* 

• T.B. Tate, Chief Engineer (Punjab) in a note submitted to the 
Central Board of Irrigation in November, 1936. 
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Special Tools and Plant. 

On the old projects all tools and plant was charged to " I II Tools 
and Plant." On the recent projects there has been a tendency to intro• 
duce a lot of machinery. The cost of special tools and plant on the 
Sutlej Valley Project and Banbasa was Rs. 2'11 and 3 '02 per acre res· 
pectively. On Lloyd Barrage it was very much higher. The provision 
made in the 1935 estimate of the Haveli Project comes toRs. 1'9 per acre. 
When the time for actual construe ... came, maximum use was made of 
old plant available in India andlltt1e machinery was used which threw 
manual labour out of work. The result is that the actual cost of special 
tools and plant on the Haveli Project is not expected to be more than 
Re. 1 per acre. 

Establishment and Ordinary Tools and Plant. 

Cost of establishment entirely depends on the number of years taken 
to complete the work .. The speedier the construction, the less the cost 
under this head. Even the cost of ordinary tools and plant is a factor 
of time taken in construction. The cost for recent projects under this 
head is summarized in Table 12. 

TABLE 12. 

Name of Canal. 

T ri pie Canals 

Sutlej Valley Project on actual area 
irrigated in 1937-38 

On area proposed to be irri
gated on full development 

Sarda Canal 
On Actual area irrigated in 

1935-36 
On area proposed to be irri
. gated on full development 

Have1i Project (1935 Estimate) .. 
Haveli Project (actual 1938) 

Establishment 
cost per acre 

assessed. 

Rs. 
7'75 

9'1 

8'93 

16'03 

12'04 
6'93 
3'08 

Ordinary 
Tools & Plant 
cost- per acre 

assessed. 

l-l47• 
0'84 

0'82 

1'52 

1'14 
0'71 
0'14 

The above Table shows the great economy effected on the Haveli 
Project due to speedy construction. · 

• This includes sp3oia.l tools and plant a.s well. 
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TABLE 13. 

I Total Comple- Percentage Tote] up-to-date Perc6n,tage 
Name of Project Original estima· Cost as per revi- tion Report excess of capital cost excess of 

mated cost. sed estimate Cost Col. 4 1937-38 Col. 6 on 
on Col. 2 I Col. 4. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 I 7 

Rs. Rs. Rs. % Rs. % 

Upper Bari Doab .. 1,57,98,600 .. 1,64,06,476 3.84 2,17,37,758 32.49 
Western Jumna .. 2,05,16,444 
Sidhani Canal .. 7,74,480 9,99,475 9,64,547 24.54 13,17,671 36.61 
Sirhind Canal .. 2,85,74,138 3,86,56,300 3, 70,89,326 29.79 4,08,23,671 10.06 

*Lower Cbena.b Canal 
(1874) (1888) 

*1,03,74,591 2,65,15,966 2,51,69, 735 *142.69 4,63,35,683 84.09 ·, 
(1890) (1892) 

Lower Jhelum Canal 1,25,26,676 1,87,48,074 1,59,3~,168 27.19 2,09,23,407 3!.31 

Triple Canals •• 
(1888) 

7,82,38,925 10,36,81,985 10,58,14,375 35.24 11,00,59,529 4.01 
Sutlej Valley Canals 14,59,90,433 23, 76,15,681 21,30,74,345 45.95 21,35,80,621 .24 

Sarda Canals 
(1920) (1935-36) 

.. 7,50,30,917 9,50,80,068 9,82,04,116 30.84 9,95,35,321 1.35 
Lloyds Barrage .. 18,35,47 543 20,03,52,000 24,50,00,000 33.481 25,89,84,306 5.71 
He.veli Project .. 0,31';, 7 5,000 3,50,00,000 -34.67 

saving) 

• This represents the cost of the incomplete 
sanctioned for Rs. 2,65,15,966 (as per column 3). 

project '&8 a completP. Project Estimate for the whole canal was 
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Excesses on the Original Estimated Capital Costs. 

That there has been in the past a tendency to under-estimate the 
costs of irrigation projects cannot be denied. Perhaps it will be more 
correct to say that under-estimating was due to lack of experience and to 
unforeseen difficulties and rise in wages in the interval. It will be seen 
from coulmn 5 of Table 13 that practically every project in the past 
exceeded heavily on its original sanctioned estimate. Haveli Project 
will be perhaps the only exception so far. 

A reference to column 7 of Table 13 will show that even after com
pletion of works heavy amounts have had to be spent, increasing the 
capital outlay by a large percentage. This expenditure was partly in
curred in extending the irrigation system and partly in strengthening 
and improving the structures originally built. As knowledge increases 
through- research and experience, the engineer continues his eflort to 
bring the structures in his charge to perfection, even though sometimes 
this perfection is hardly commensurate with the expenditure involved 
or incurred .. 

. Such heavy excesses on the original estimates must seriously jeo
pardize the financial success of • scheme. Fortunately the conditions 
in the Punjab were very favourable and in spite of the heavily increased 
capital costs as compared with the original estimates,the Punjab Canals 
are a financial success. 

Interest Charges on Capital Outlay. 

In the United States of America and Canada State irrigation 
schemes, the initial capital cost without interest is proposed to be re
covered in a certain number of years (the period fixed in United States 
of America is not. more than 40 years), after which period the charges 

" on account of capital cost cease.fln India, however, ths_interest on 
capital cost is debited in pc~peluitlagainst the _adm~':'i.!trative accoWitS 
Of acanal project. The capita ou• ay remams as a publiCdel:iUo.be 
Wij)e(I oH gradaaliY asiJIO-rovmcial ud~Lpermits. Irrespective ol 
tile actual amount of this ebt a oo debit against the various canals is 

, raise~ every year on the capital cost of the canal up to the end of that 
l 'year/ For instance, the total outstanding public debt against the Punjab 
. Government at the end of 1936-37 was Rs. 31,05,58,000 out of which 

1 Rs. 6.3~.88,000 was f.or works other than irrigation, but the interest debi-
1 ted agamst canal pro).ects was fo~ a sum of Rs. 34,92,24,000 which repre-

sented the total capital expenditure on irrigation works up to the end 
of that year. 
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Before the introduction of the Reforms of 1921, the loans for the 
construction of irrigation works were raised by the Government of India , 
and were treated as * advances to the Provincial Governments. Such v' 
advances were to carry interest at the rate of 3 · 3252 per cent in respect 
of the outlay to the end of the year 1916-17. For outlay aher that year 

· interest was charged on the average rate paid by the Governor-General 
in Council on loans raised in the open market from 1916-17 to the date 
on which the ·works in question were handed over to the management 
of the Provincial Governments. The amount of advance for the -
Punjab Canals on whicht interest was charged at the rate of Rs. 3 '3252/ 
per cent. was fixed as Rs. 21,90,22,994. 

On the introduction of provincial autonomy, the advance made by 
the Government of India to the Punjab Government was consolidated 
into a single advance of Rs. 16,95,70,000 with the exception of' 
Rs. 10,00,00,000 relating to the pre-reform irrigation debt which was : 
excluded from consolidation. 

The interest charges on the unconsolidated debt are now payable 
at the rate of 3! per cent. while the rate of interest chargeable on the 
consolidated debt is 4 per cent. 

. As regards capital raised by the Provincial Government, the rate of 
interest charged against each project is the actual rate at which a specificV 
loan was raised. For capital charges met from~gtneral reven~of 
the province, the rate of mterest to b.e charged is fixed b£therinance 

. Department from t1me to time. ---·- -- rv.~<>...~~ ~ ..... ? 

Specific loans were raised for the Sutlej Valley Project at the ratesv' 
of 5"75 and 6"25 per cent. For the Haveli Project a loan was raised 
only last year at a rate of interest of 3 per cent per annum. 

\ 

For capital outlay financed otherwise than from borrowings, the./ 
rate of interest was 6 per cent. tilllst April, 1937, when it was reduced:!: 
to 4 per cent. 

Cost of Administration and Annual Repairs. 

In addition to the interest charges on the initial cost of constJUction 
there are costs of maintenance and working. It may be pointed out that 

* Devolution Rules, Para 24. 
t Meeton Settlement Report. 
t Letter No. 6232-B/37/ 40136, dated 24th November, 1937 from the 

Secretary to Government, Punjab, Finance Department, to the Accountant
General, Punjab. 
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working of irrigation channels is an i~portant item of expenditure 
entirely distinct from maintenance. It is necessary to regulate and di•· 
tribute the available discharge in the river amongst various canals and 
distributary systems. Water is to be delivered into the zamindari 

" watercourse in accordance with the rights fixed for the various user.. 
One system taking off from one head works must be operated as a unit. 
As a result of the Triple Canal Project five canals are interlinked and the 
supplies available in the Jhelum and the Chenab have to be distribut<d 
between these canals as fairly as possible. The difficulty is increased 
by the variations in the available supply in the river from year to year 
and from month to month. On the Sutlej Valley Canals all the head· 
works are interlinked and the distribution of supply is not only a ques• 
tion of distribution between the various British Canals but between 
British Punjab, Bikaner and Bahawalpur States. Every partner naturally 
insists on sharing the available supply at the optimum time when the 
value of water is the maximum either in the sowing or the maturing 
period. 

Thus, working and administration of canals involves the employment 
. of considerable establishment. In addition to distribution of supplies 

··.·a separate revenue staff has to be maintained in order to assess the areas 
from which water-rates are due. 

A certain amount of maintenance is required in order to repair any 
damage that may have been done during the year. Earthen banks are 
liable to be worn out under the stress of rain and .wind as well as on 

' account of wear and tear due to the use of such banks by wheeled traffic 
and cattle. The lloods in a river every year cause some damage. to the 
head works and the absence of repairs in time may easily fead to complete 
failure of such works. Silt is another factor. which considerably adds to 
the cost of annual maintenance. Channels, particularly small ones, 
contihuously silt up and to enable them to carry their designed discharge, 
they have frequently to be silt-cleared. · 

\ 

Besides ordinary maintenance there is occasional expenditure for 
improvement. It is not always possible to distinguish maintenance from 
imp~ovements and replacer_nents. In practice minor improvements are 

' earned under annual mamtenance but extensive improvements are 
. charged to capital, thus adding to the initial capital cost of the Project 
' (See Table 13). 

The ~arne staff >yhich distributes ~he water available naturally looks 
after r~patrs ~nd mamtenance. In thiS way maintenance and working 
are so mtermmgled as to make any attempt to separate them more or 
less a~ortive. ~he cost of administration under each sub-head such as 
extensions. and Improvements, maintenance and repairs and establish .. 
ment, audtt. and accounts, etc., for the various canals based on 3 years' 



TABLE 14. 
TABLE SHOWING WORKING EXPENSES PER ACRE IRRIGATED OF PUNJAB CANALS 

ON THREE YEARS' AVERAGES. 

Year and name 
of Canal. 

1 

Western Jumna 

1898·1901 

1922-25 

1935-38 

Sir hind 

1898-1901 

1922-25 

1935-38 

Upper Bart Doab 

!898-1901 

1922-25 

!935-38 

[Awer Ohenab 

1898-1901 

1922-25 

!935-38 

Lo1oer Jhelum 

!922-25 

!935·38 

Triple Canal Project 

1935-38 .. 

Sul!rj Valley Proiect 

!935-38 •• 

2 3 

Rs. Rs. 

•1278 . 6678 

•1682 •8684 

'097 •583 

4 

Rs. 

'001 

Direct Charges 

5 6 

Rs. Rs. 

·6704 •0213 

!•0572 

·917 

•0264 

·008 

Indirect Charges 

8 9 10 11 

I Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

J•4883 '0015 ·0938 

·o 73 2·113o 

1'606 '002 

•1287 '0102 

•007 

12 13 

Rs. Rs. 

'0953 1'58 

'1390 2•25 

'009 1'61 

•0586 •4301 '0009 •4444 •0066 •9406 '0001 ·0622 '0623 1'00 

·101 ·450 :00002 

•054 •355 

•0918 

.064 

.075 

.4610 '0009 

·5071 .. 

•528 

•0513 •2792 

·075 ·366 

·126 1 .·507 

•1086 ·3738 

•!56 •421 

•102 •791 

•113 ·593 

•002 

·OOI 

'0001 

•816 

•764 

•4391 

•610 

I •715 

·005 

·006 

·0127 

·008 

·007 

·o 9 

·o 1 

·3726 ·0093 

·647 

·785 

•735 

•887 

1'045 

1•032 

·024 ·o 3 

•0097 

·oo83 ·o2 9 

·008 

·014 

·016 

1'365 ·0001 ·0999 ·0055 ·1056 1'47 

1'179 

1•005 

1·188 

1·325 

·0004 ·0515 

·073 

·0004 

·7144 •0001 ·0521 

·004 

·006 

·006 

'004 1'18 

•0619 1'07 

•079 1•27 

'0064 1'33 

!•109 ·ooo2 ·o785 ·oo44 

•0522 ·77 

•083 !•19 

1 . 428 . 000003 •00633 '00634 1'43 

·0888 •0048 ·0935 1'30 
I . . i 100577 •00578 1•48 1·473 '00001 

, 
1 • 951 • 000009 .. : •008917 '008926 1•96 

•00708 ·00708 1·76 
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averages for the years 1898-01, 1922-25 and 1935-38 are sl:own in Table 
14. It will be seen that the cost of establishment and maintenance are 
almost equal. 

For convenience in comparison the total working cost per acre 
irrigated for the major Punjab Canals are summed up in Table 15. 

TABLE 15. 

WORKING COST PER ACRE IRRIGATEb 

Name of Canal. 
(AVERAGE OF 3 YEARS). 

1898-01. 1922-25. 1935-38. 

--
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Western 1 umna Canal 1"58 2"25 1"61 

Sirhind Canal 1"00 1"47 1"18 

Upper Bari Doab Canal 1"07 I "27 I "33 

Lower Chenab Canal 0"77 1"19 
' 

1"43 

Lower 1 helum Canal 1·3o 1 ]"48 

T ri pie Canals .. , I 1"96 

Sutlej Valley Project .. I ]"76 
I 

It will be seen that the Sirhind costs the least, in spite of its low in
tensity of irrigation. The Western 1umna Canal is high possibly on 
account of low intensity and high rainfall. The Triple Canals come 
out to be the most expensive on account of the cost of maintaining two 
feeder canals. The cost on Sutlej Valley Project is going down as the 
project develops. 

Cost of working and maintenance as compared with earlier years has 
increased on account of a general increase in the pay of establishment 
and wages of labour and cost of materials. 

Table 16 shows how the source of supply affects the working cost 
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TABLE 16. 

It will be seen that annual costs in the case of inundation canals 
are h1gher and in the case of tubewell schemes several times more than 
the weir-controlled canals. 

To get a still better comparison a reference may be made to American 
Projects. · Table 17 is taken from Teele.* 

~-------• • Economics of Land Reclamation,' by Teel . . page 217. 
·---··~--- --·--·-----~~---- --· 
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TABLE 17. 

Source of water supply. 
Average annual cost per acre 
of operation and maintenance 
in United States of Ameica. 

$ Rs. A. P. 

Gravity supplies 1"25 3 7 0 

Stored storm water 2'39 6 9 0 

Streams pumped 6'52 17 15 0 

Wells pumped 10'07 27 II 0 

The above ligures show that the average cost of operation and main
tenance for wells pumped is about 8 times and that of working and 
maintenance for streams pumped is about 5 times. as great as that for 
gravity supplies. The cost of operation and maintenance for pumping 
plant must always be high because it includes the cost of fuel or 
electric energy. 

~ annual cost incurred. <i'~ 

It will be readily agreed th•t the initial capital cost of a project is not V 
so important as the annual costs. The best combination obviously wll ~ 
be when the interest on the capital cost plus the annual charges forJmer-
ation and maintenance are. the least. .. . . .. . . 

A comparison of the total annual charges for the various canals has 
been made in Table 18. 
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TABLE 18. 

ANNUAL CHARGES PER ACRE ASSESSED 
AVERAGE OF 3 YEARS 1935-38. 

Name of Canal. 
Actual in-
terest on Working Total. 
capital. expenses. --

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Weir-controlled. . 

Upper Bari Doab .. 0'583 1'330 1'913 
Western Jumna .. 0'648 1'615 2'263 
Sir hind .. 0'713 1'183 1'896 
Lower Chenab .. 0'695 1'434 2'129 
Lower J helum .. 0'864 1'478 2'342 
Triple Canals .. 1'846 1'960 3'806 
Sutlej Valley Project .. 2'599 1'76 4'359 

Inundation Canals. 

Chenab Inundation Canals 0'239 1'993 2'232 
Indus Inundation Canals 0'674 3'418 4'092 
Shahpur Inundation Canals 
Muzaffargarh Inundation 

0'126 3'147 3'273 

Canals .. 0'231 1'426 1'657 
Ghaggar Inundation Canals 0'786 2'319 3'105 

Tube Well. 

Karol Bagh .. 1'4 9'0 10'4 

Other Provinces (1935-36) per ', 

acre irrigated. 
(From Triennial Report of lrri-

gation). 

Ganges Canal .. 1'2 1'4 2'6 
F uleli Canal .. 1'3 1 '1 2'4 
Sardo Canal .. 4'5 2'4 6'9 
Lloyd Canals .. 5'1 2'5 7'6 

The foregoing Table will dispel many wrong notions. In the case 
of some of the inundation canals the total annual -charge is more than 
in the case of weir-controlled ones. The working expenses are even 
more important than the interest on the capital charge. The Sutlei 
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Valley Project is an exception, as the loan for this project was raised at 
a high r-ate of interest. _This in __ d._icates the desirability of taking up ne_ w~ I 
_projects at &_!ime when money is cheap._ The total of interest and work
,!!!g_e_l<jlenses is the-actual cost to_th~ State of su.ru>oonJ! lrri11~~ater 
~-t,_,o eiiC..,h~aCI"e· when the @ater-rat~ for an_}' crop is fess thJULihis 
amount, Irrigation may be considered as subsiihzed b~he-St~te. ·· 

Total Annual Costs of Various Provinces Compared. 

Table 19 compares the total annual costs of all the productive irri
gation works taken as a whole in various provinces in India. 

,;v.· TABLn9. 

/ 

Name of Province. • 

Madras,/ .. 
Bombay·' .. 
Bengal .. ' .. 
United Provinces " .. 
Punjab,/ .. 
Burma .. 
Bihar and Orissa v .. 
N. W. F. P. .. 

PER ACRE IRRIGATED (1935-36). 

Interest on Working 
capital expenses. 
cost. 

Rs. Rs. 
2'6 . 2'2 
3'7 2'2 
4' I 1'6 
2'3 2'0 
1 ·o 1'5 
I '4 2'3 
1'4 I '6 
1 ·5 1'7 

Total 
annual cost 

per acre. ----
Rs. 
4'8 
5'9 
5'7 
4'3 
2'5 
3'7 
3'0 
3'2 

, 
v ... 

.., 

The above figures show that the Punjab can boast of the cheapest 
canal system in India both in first cost as well as working expenses. 

Returns to the State. 

In the Adminstrative Accounts of the Irrigation Department, 
revenue receipts are classified under two heads, Direct and Indirect. 

Direct Receipts. 

The Direct Receipts consist of occupiers' rates, sale of water, water 
supply to towns, receipts from plantations, receipts from other canal 
produce, water power, navigation receipts, rents, fines under the Canal 
Act, miscellaneous and other receipts. 

Table 20 shows the percentage of revenue from different sources 
according to which these receipts are booked in the Administrative 
Accounts of each canal. It will be seen that under the Direct Receipts/ 
occupiers' rate or water-rates form the main source-being about 92 · 8 to 
98 '3 per cent. The table is based on three years' averages (1935-38). 



TABLE 20. 
\ 

Water 
J.t.~ceipts-

from Water Miscellan-
Water .. Sale of supply plantations power eous and 

rate water to towns and and Navi- Rents Fines recoveries 
Name of Canal. receipts go.tion of expenrli-

from other receipts ture. 
canal 

produce 
% % % o• % O' % % .o 10 

I. Productive Works. 

Upper Bari Doab Canal .. 97•16 •213 •0064 ·731 1'231 •36 '000038 '280 

Western Jumna .. 95•06 •527 •14 ·au 2·324 •38 ·ooou ·8U 

Sirbind .. 92•83 '879 •034 •620 1·0U •344 •00022 3•336 

Lower Cebnab .. .. 98•32 '243 
' 

'204 •231 •134 •387 •00038 •469 . 
Lower Jhelum .. .. 97•94 '285 '!67 '492 •554 •448 ·ooooo ·3341 

' 
Triple Canale .. .. 08•12 •305 •0066 '2018 •099 ·567 '00017 •742 

. 
Sutlej Valley .. .. 96•48 •0487 .067 •125 .. •905 .. 2'407 
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Water-rates. 

In the beginning the schedule of water-rates differed appreciably 
on various canals. For instance, in 1915-16 the average occupiers' rate 
per acre assessed compared as below:* 

TABLE 21. 

Western ]umna Canal 

Sir hind Canal (British) 

Sirhind Canal (Native States) 

Up per Chenab Canal 

Lower Chenab Canal 

Upper Bari Doab Canal 

Rs. 3 '77 per acre assessed. ' 

4'10 Do. 

4'31 ·Do. 

4'23 Do. 

3'73 Do. 

3'42 Do. 

"The question of water-rates requires a thorough overhauling not .). 
only in the interests of the cultivator, but also in the interests of the State .; 
revenue. There is no rule at present and rates vary from canal to canal 
in the same province." 

Water-rates charged for various crops per acre at present are practi- ~ 
cally uniform not onl)' throughout each project, but on all weir-controlled 
canals in the provmce. Table 22 g1ves the water-rates charged in 1937-
38 ori the ma)or Punjab canals for the main crops. Charges have not 
been varied with distance from the source of supply, value of the land, 
or the cost of delivering water up to the head of the cultivators' water
course. 

• Report on the Question of Revising the Occupiers' Rates on U.B.D.C 
by (Sir) G. F. deMontmorency, C. I. E., page 6. 

t The Agricultural Problems of India. 



TABLE 22 

Lower Bari Doab 
and Lower Cheno.b Lower Jhelum Canal. 

"'estern tUpper Canals. Pakpattan 

Name of Crop. Jumna& BariDonb 
Canal 

Sirhinrl Canol. 
(Perennial) 

Canals. Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule S.V.P. 

A B* A B* 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Rs. A. P. &. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p, Rs. A. P. Rs . .A. P. 

\Yheat .. .. .. 4 4 0 4 4 7 4 4 0 3 8 0 4 4 0 3 12 0 4 4 0 

Rice .. .. . . 6 8 0 6 8 10 6 8 0 6 8 0 6 8 0 4 4 0 6 8 0 

Sugarcane .. .. . . 11 0 0 11 1 6 11 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 8 8 0 11 0 0 

Oil seeds .. .. .. 4 4 0 4 4 7 4 4 0 3 8 0 4 4 0 3 8 0 4 4 0 

Cotton .. .. .. 4 8 0 4 8 7 5 4 0 4 8 0 5 4 01 4 8 0 5 4 0 

Fodder .. .. .. 2 8 0 2 8 4 I 2 8 0 2 8 0 2 8 0 I 2 8 0 2 8 0 

few estates specified by the Government. • Schedule B. is charged on a clearly 
t The slight difference is due to the unit measure of area in use in this trnct. 
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*Water-rates unlike the land revenue had never any scientific basis , 
of assessment. They have been determind by rule-of-thumb, by what 1 

seemed to men of common-sense possible and expedient..!Q...!Dke.. The; 
value of the crop ra1sed and the vo!lurre of the water required to bring .:1. 
the crop to maturity served as roug!l guiCles:-T o start with, these rates -
were fixed deliberately very much below the com_mercial value of irriga
tion water, wh1ch must approxlrilate toWhat II costs a cuftivatortoWater 
his land from a well with bullocks. 

The rise of average water rates on the major canals of the Province 
will be indicated by the following ligures. f:-

1900-01 
1901-07 

1907-10 

1910-16 

1916-24 

1924-26 

Rs. 
3'0 per acre 
3'3 per acre 

.. 3 '6 per acre 

.. 3'7 per acre 

3 · 95 per acre 

The increase being due to the opening 
of Lower Jhelum Canal with a 
schedule of rates higher than that on 
Western Jumna and Upper Bari Doab 
Canals and to the enhancement of 
occupiers' rates on Sirhind Canal in 
1904-05. 

The increase being due to proportion
ately larger areas being sown under 
the higher rated crops of sugarcane, 
cotton and rabi oilseeds on Lower 
Chenab and Lower Jhelum Canals. 

The increase being due to the introduc
tion of a new schedule on the Western 
Jumna Canal in 1910-11 in which 
Owners' rate and cesses were added to 
the Occupiers' rate and the rate thus 
consolidated. 

The increase being due to an increase in 
water-rates on Western Jumna Canal 
and also to the Triple Canals Scheme 
with a higher schedule than the older 
canals coming into action. 

• . 4 · 77 per acre . • The increase being due to a new sche
dule on all canals. 

• Resolution by the Governor iu Council of the Punj o.b and its 
Dependencies No. 6639-Rev, doted 14·4-34. 

t Mr. Waller, Abio.no. Committee Report, page 26 of Statements, 
Appendix III. 
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1926-29 

1929-30 

1930-32 

1932-34 

1934-38 

Finanw and Economia of Irrigation Projects. 

Rs. 
4'5 per acre 

.. 4'33 per acre .. 

.. 3'87 per acre 

. . 4'29 per acre 

.. 4'0 per acre 

The decrease is due to reduction of the 
fodder rates. 

Due to further reduction of fodder 
rates by Re. 0-8-0 per acre and with 
Sutlej Valley Project coming into ac· 
tion with a slightly lower schedule. 

On account of heavy general remissions • 

Practically the same as for 1929-30 . 

On account of reduction of water-rates 
on sugarcane, rice, cotton, maize and 
wheat, as a result of the Abiana Com· 
mittee of 1934. 

It will be seen that there was a sudden jump in 1924. 

After the Retorms of 1921 there was a widespread desire for exten· 
sion in many directions, especially beneficent departments. In the 
absence of alternative sources of revenue, both the Government and the 
Legislative Council considered the canals as the most imp'lrtant source of 
fu,.ancing the requirements of the Province irrespective of all theoretical 
considerations. Another point emphasized in the Government Resolu
tion in 1934 was that the waters in the Punjab rivers are the property of 
the State, i.e., of the whole body of citizens, while the users of canal 
water are not the whole body of the citizens of the Province but a for-

I tunate section comprising only about 34 p.c. of the total population. The 
I physical conditions prevent everyone being benefited directly. The 
\ majority have thus a claim against those who benefit and this can best be 
\ met by fixing the water-rates high enough to derive a share for those 

who cannot receive the water. In this connection it must be remember
ed that the liability for the debt raised for construction has to be borne 
by everyone whether he holds irrigated land or not. In order to make 
clear the sources of revenue receipts in the Punjab, Table 23 is ab
stracted from ligures in the Statistical Abstract of British India· for 
1931-32. 
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TABLE 23. 

Expenditure I Excise 
Col. 2 le 

Land Cols. 3 

Province 
charged to I income revenue per (Miscella 

revenue per head. head. ous inclu 
per head .. ing irrigati 

I I receipts 

ss 
&4 
ne-
d-
on 
.) 

I 2 I 3 I 4 5 
-

Rs. I Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Madras 2"7 "9 1"14 0"66 
Bombay Presid~~cy 6"1 1"5 2"27 2"33 
Bengal •. 1"9 "3 0"6 1"0 
United Provinces 2"2 "22 I 1"4 0"58 
Punjab .. 3"7 "4 1"3 2·o 
Bihar & Orissa 1"2 "3 0"45 0"45 
Central Provinces 3"1 "4 1"5 1"2 

!_his Table shows that the Punjab is ~~jn~ more expensive State 
provrsron than any other province except BOmbay. It will also be clear 
that income per head from land revenue and excise is less, imd that a 
!!reater proportion of the amenities that the Punjab enjoys is due to its -

1
• 

mcome from irrigation receipts both Direct and Indirect. Irrigation 
receipts constitute more than 40 per cent of the total revenue offie 
Punjab.--ThTdeeendence of}he~provinciaTbudget on thelrrigationre:-1 
ceipts makes it fully- justifiable that the pitch of-water-ratesShould be as 
high as is consistent with farm economics. The basis of fixing these 
rates is further discussed in Part IV of this Paper . 

. !$ has been suggested several times in the past tha~_th~ me!ho~ of 
chargmg_on_the crop.:acre- basrslead~astage of water_l!n.d.that a -1 
£,euer method woUia-be to charg"-for water actualjy taken o!!___jhe 
VolumetriC basis. ObJections to this metllod are several. 

Firstly, it involves an appreciable initial cost in the shape of meters. 
Secondly, it will require a large additional staff to measure the water and 
record the amount taken by cultivators, thus increasing the working 
cost. Thirdly, the method is open to a lot of corruption. Fourthly, 
the volume of water sold would vary considerably from year to year, 
owing to climitic variations, causi'ng much more fluctuation of revenue 

, than at present. Fifthly, from the cultivators' point of view, the values 
of different crops may not be in proportion to the amount of water re
quired to mature them. 0 

• Note by T. M. Lyle, Chief Engineer, U. P., presented to Central 
Board of Irrigation in November, 1936. 
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Indirect Receipts. 

The indirect receipts are made up of lour items:-

. (a) Share of the enhanced land revenue collected by the Civil 
Department. 

(b) Interest on sale proceeds of Crown waste land. 

(c) Rents from temporary cultivation of Crown waste lands. 

(d) Malikana from Crown waste lands. 

Table 24 gives the percentages of Indirect Receipts from the •bove 
sources lor major canals of the Province. 

TABLE 24. 

Percentage of Indirect Receipts from Major Punjab Canals under each 
Head based on three years' averages (1935-38). 

I 

Share of Interest Rent from Malikona 
Name of Canal. I land on s•le- temporary from 

, revenue. proceeds. cultivation. Abadkars. 
I 

2 I 3 

\ 

4 5 

1. I I % % % % 
I 

' 
Upper Bari Doab I 85'77 14'23 

I I 
Western J umna 99'62 '37 

Sir hind 3'22 

Lower Chenab 70'47 29'49 

Lower jhelum 88'37 ]].'53 

Triple Canal 54'11 16'33 

Sutlej Valley Pro-
iect 50'89 10'54 34'88 8'10 
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. On the introduction. of irrigation, the net assets of the cultivator · 
!ncrease .and correspondmgly the Government claims a share in the/ 
mcr':""e m these n~t .asset~. As the incre;.se is due to irrigation, it is 
cre~1ted to the admm1st~at1ve accounts of the canal responsible for irri
g~tlon .. The ex~ct. deta1!s for ~ch canal are contained in Para. 41 of 
Fmanc1al. Cof!'m1ss1one~s .Standmg Order No. 61. A return is made 
by the Fmanc1PI Co"!miSSionerto the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Works 
every half Yc;ar showmg the amount of land revenue which the Canal 
Department 1s entitled to take credit for in its accounts . 

. F~om ~he ~ctual enhanced land revenue, the additional cost of civil 
admm1strat10n 1s subtracted before credit is given. · 

Th~re were large tracts of land which were subject to no rights of· 
ownersh1p as they could not be brought under cultivation on account of 
lac.k of ~oisture, the rain fall being insufficient. No land revenue was / 
bemg y1elded by these lands. On the introduction of canals these 
lands were either sold or given on temporary cultivation. The land ' 
revenue and the ma/ikana from these lands is credited to the canals. ' 

Even more important than the receipts from an increase in the 
land revenue are the receipts from sale proceeds of Crown waste lands. 
The importance of this source of revenue would be realized from the 
fact that including the Sutlej Valley Project, out of an area of about 21 
million acres within the i1 rigation limits of Government canals, more than 
8 million acres was or is Crown waste. Even if the price of the Crown 
waste land is taken at an average figure of Rs. 100 per acre the total value 
of the Crown waste lands comes to Rs. 80 crores against the total capital 
outlay of about Rs. 34 crores incurred so far by the Government on the 
productive irrigation works in the British Punjab. The Haveli and the 
Lesser Thai Projects will cover 219,546 and 510,000 acres of Crown 
waste area respectively. There is no Crown waste area on the Bhakra 
Dam Project. 

The actual sale proceeds from Crown waste lands are treated as 
extroordinary receipts in the provincial budget and interest on the 
amounts of such receipts is credited to the canal project from which the 
parti~ular Crown waste areas receive irrigation. Interest was calculat
ed at the rate of 4 per cent. from all sale proceeds realized before the end 
of the financial year 1920-21. From the 1st of April, 1921, credit was 
given annually to the project concerned at the same rate as actually paid 
by the Local Government in respect of expenditure incurred on the work 
during the year in question. 

A portion of the Crown waste land is disposed ~~ to the highest 
bidders by public auction. In the process of colomzmg large areas 
it was not always practicable to synchronize the introduction of settlers, 
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with the completion by the Canal Department of the watercourses of some 
particular section of the scheme. In such cases the lands commanded 
by the completed watercourse system could profitably be given out on 
what is known as ' temporary cultivation', i.e., cultivation by tenants• 
at-will for one or more harvests, only to utilize w?ter which would 
otherwise run to waste. This system of giving out lands on temporary 
cultiv•tion has been extensively and methodically used in the Nili Bar 
Colony where large areas of Crown waste land could not be disposed of 
sufficiently fast at a reasonable price. The system also afforded em
ployment to nomads and riverain landlords in the locality. 

Rents from temporary cultivation vary according to the quality 
of the soil and the quantity of water available. In the preparation of 

·the revenue estimate of the Haveli Project, credit was taken at Rs. 3 
and Rs. 8 per acre allotted on the non-perennial and perennial areas 
respectively. Experience in the Nili Bar Colony has, however, shown 
that the system is fraught with dangerous evils even though it looks 
financially profitable to the state. 

A certain proportion is allotted as grants to peasants on very Iibera 
concession rates. The object of giving these liberal grants was to en• 
courage the right type of peasantry to settle in the colony. The im
portance of this in the earlier history of colonization was very great. In 
fact, the successful colonization of waste lands depended to a large ex
tent on the selection of suitable cultivators. Government has been grant
ing land on peasant terms for military and other services also. 

When land is given out on peasant terms Government charges 
for the first II years a very moderate charge per acre called malikana. 
This rate is much below the cash rental value of the land, which a land
owner would charge from the cultivator in recognition ol his proprietary 
right. This rate is sometimes called " seigniorage" but in reality the 
payment of malikana acknowledges a more teal right of proprietorship in 
the land. Government's claim to land revenue is based on its seignio
rial rights over all land, but the payment of malikana, which is not paid 
by proprietors, is charged in virtue of the definite ownership by the State 
of Crown waste. Theoretically it should be 4 per cent of the market 
value of the land in its waste condition, or a sum which shall not be less 
than half the land revenue.* · 

Ra.tes of malikana taken in the Haveli Project were Re. 1 and Rs. 2 
per acre allotted for the non-perennial and perennial respectively. 

From the 11th year onwards an additional amount is charged so as 
to allow the peasant occupier to purchase the land in a period of 30 years 
or so, for a very moderate yearly payment, which he can defray from the 
produce of the land. 

*Punjab Colony Manual (1934), Paragraph 387. 
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Justification for crediting ' Indirect Receipts ' to the Canal 
Projects. 

It has always been a vexed question whether income from the en
hancement of land revenue and from sale proceeds of Crown waste/ 
lands is correctly creditable to the canal projects or not. In 1879 Sir 
George Campbell, the ex-Lietutenant Governor of Bengal in his' evi
dence before the Select Committee on Indian Public Works contended 

· that it would be impossible to express in figures the exact increase which/ 
may .be due to canals, as there may be many other causes operating at 
the same time. According to him it was quite impossible to distinguish· 
between the amount of additional revenue or rent which was due to' ! 
canals and the amount which was due to other causes, notably, due to 
means of communication. This view, however, was riot taken by the 
House of Commons and Lord Hartington in his financial statement in 
the House of Commons on the 17th of August 1880 recognized the 
justi~e of crediting the amount on account of enhancement of land re
venue to irrigation works.* Previous to 1877-78 all enhancement of 
land revenue due to irrigation works was treated as ' ordinary' revenue, 
and it was only in that year that a portion of it was credited for the first 
time to irrigation works. It was then conceded that the revenue on 
account of the so-called Indirect Receipts owes its very existence to the 
introduction of canal irrigation, and is the direct offspring of the canals. 
This source of revenue was born with the canals, and would disappear 
with the extinction of these canals if that deplorable event ever took 
place.t 

So far as the credit of these receipts in testing the productivity of a 
particular project is concerned, the procedure followed is perfectly 
logical and reasonable. In deciding whether heavy expenditure on a 
new project should be incurred the Government must take the widest 
possible view as to ihe effect of the project on the State revenu'l". In V 
considering the financial aspect of a new project, therefore, the -extra 
revenue which would accrue to the provincial exchequer on the comple
tion of that particular project may legitimately be treated as a credit to 
the accounts of that project. 

I~ will be seen from Table 25 that Indirect Receipts form a fairly 
high percentage of the gross revenue of the Punjab Canals. 

*The Irrigation Works of India by R. B. Buokloy (1880). 
tAbiana Committee Report (193')·. · 
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TABLE25. 

Three years' average (1935-38). 

Name of Canal. I Percentage 
Gross I Indirect of Indirect 

Receipts. I Receipts. Receipts to 
Gross 

I Receipts. 
~ 

2 I 3 4 
~ 

Rs. I Rs. % 

Upper Bari Doab 62.10,153 10,23.139 16'4 
5'6 Western J umna 40,89,911 2,29,974 

Sir hind 101,61.434 51,63.648 50'8 
Lower Chenab 191,Z7 .221 \ 91.05,864 47'3 
Lower J helum 51,52,017 17.67.691 34'3 
Triple Canals 160,93,712 73.33.190 45'5 
Sutlej Valley Project 112.33,634 62,80,273 55'9 

These Indirect· Receipts should not, however, be considered •' 
forming a part of the profits of canal irrigation. It would be obviously 
wrong to demand a reduction in the water-rates on the plea that the 
Government has been making huge profits from canal projects. 

Supposing for the sake of argument that irrigation projects in th' 
Punjab were financed by private companies instead of Government 
agency, the only income to such a promoting company would be from the 
Direct Receipts alone. Like all other owners of land, Government 
would benefit as regards the Crown waste land receiving benefit ol 
irrigation from such lands. Also according to the Land Revenue Act 
in force Government would in addition be legitimately entitled to an 
increase in the land revenue consequent on an increase in the net assets 
of the land. 

· Actual Financial Results of the Punjab Canals. 
Table 26 gives complete details ol the costs and returns to the State · 

from the Punjab Canals based on threeyears'_averages. The years taken 
are 1935-36, 1936-37 and 1937-38. The det~•ls are presented in a form 
easily digeste_d, th~ugh the form adopted 1s '!ot in accordance with 
forms contamed m the Departmental Admmistration Reports. Net 
profit or loss to the State per a~re has ~een worked out both for the 
Direct Receipts as well as combmed D1rect and Indirect R · ts A 

I I h. 'II I ece1p . careful perusa o. t IS statement WI amp y repay the little labour re-
quired to study 11. 
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TABLE 26 

. 

Interest on Capital Working Expenses 
. 

Gro~ Receipta . Net profit per Acre 
Total Area " ' Total Direct and of Interest Direct and Indirect Direct Cbs~ 

,. 
Name of Canal ~sessed Indirect Chargee Indirect Charges and ' Receipts Receipts On both Direet Receipts Indirect per acre r-· Working On Direct Direct and Total aesessed Total ! acre Total ~xpenses Total Total per acre Receipts Indirect per acre per acre per acre _:j per acre ssed assessed Total assessed ~l' acre. -d assessed assessed Receipts 

4. 5 - -
14 1 15 

1 2 3 6- 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 16 17 18 19 I . ) 
acres Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Ro. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

I-Prcdf'Ciit~e W orkB. . . -
Upper Bari Doab .. 1,256,954 733,049 0"583 1,665,252 1"324 8,137 0'006 1,673,389 1•330 1•913 5,185,892 4"126 1,023,139 0·814 6,209,031 4•9!0 2•213 3•027 

WestemJumna .. 989,840 642,390 0•648 1,589,823 1"606 9,014 0"009 1,598,837 1•615 2•263 3,859,222 3"899 229,974 o·232 4,089,196 4•131 !•636 1·86-8 

1,231,589 879,235 0•713 1,452,066 11•179 ' 4•192 2•161 2·:!96 Sir bind .. 5,034 0"004 1,457,100 1•183 1•896 4,997,183 ' 4"057 166,465 0·135 5,163,648 

Lower Chenab .. 2,357,921 1,639,805 o·695 3,367,865 11·42~ 14,952 o·oo6 3,382,817 1•434 2•129 10,120,010 4"292 9,105,864 3·861 19,225,874 8•153 2•163 6•02-l 
},245,852 ' Lower Jhelum ... 845,941 730,913 0•864 1"472 4,892 o·oo6 1,250,744 1·478 2•342 3,383,517 3•999 1,767,691 2•089 5,151,208 6"088 !•6;)'7 3•746 

Triple Canals .. 2,005,139 3,703,387 1•846 3,912,199 1"951 17,899 0·009 3.930,098 1•960 3·806 8,755,280 4"366 6,170,997 3•078 14,926,277 7•444 0•560 3·638 

Sutloj Valley Project .. 1,449,702 3, 768,929 2•599 2,542,708 1•753 10,258 0"007 2,552,966 1•76 4•359 4,974,069 3"431 4,423,448 3·051 9,397,517 6•482 -Q•928 2•123 
I 

Sidlmal Canals 258,511 44,825 0•173 168,055 . 
o·65 789 0."003 I 168,844 0•653 0·826 482,833 1·868 927,541 3•588 0·894 2•762 .. 

444,708 .1•720 

Chenab Inundation Cansls 171,733 41,147 0"239 340,39.6 1•982 1,987 o·o11 342,383 1•993 2•232 261,606 !•523 320,098 !•864 581,704 3·387 -o·709 1•155 

II-Unprodf'Ciive Works ' ; 
Indus Inundation Canals 173,227 116,820 0"674 588,702 .·3984 3,388 0"0196 592,09& 3•418 4•092 188,722 J•089 407,9U7 2•355 596,719 3·-lU -3•003 -Q·MS 

Sbahpur Inundation Canal 60,288 7,592 0•126 189,019 3•135 723 0"012 189,742 3•147 3•273 120,144 J•993 :J9,707 0•658 159,851 2•651 -J·~so -Q·6~:! 

Muzzaffa.rga.rh Inundation 
321,025 74,275 0•231 455,i22 1•417 2,799 0•009 457,921 1"426 1"657 

294,0081 o·9I61 415,238 1•293 709,246 2·~ -Q·7U tQ·o.;3 Cansls. .. 
Gbaggar Canal .. 16,817 13,220 0•786 38,849 2"31 154 0"009 39,003 2•319 3•105 13,102 o·779 18,032 !•072 31,134 1•851 -3·326 -1·~· 

' 
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Let us now consider the Punjab Canals as a whole both Productive 
and Unproductive. The following figures are for the' year 1937-38: 

Capital Outlay to end of the year (excluding 
Haveli Project) . . . . . Rs. 35.22,28,724 

Gro~s Receipts Direct .. Rs. 4,36,78.445 
lndlfect .. Rs. 2,49,65,790 
Working Expenses .. Rs. 1,66,94016 
Interest on Capital Outlay Rs. 1,31,47,225 
Area Irrigated . . 12,252,S13 acres. 
Gross Receipts per acre both Direct and In-

direct .. Rs. 5"6 
Gross Receipts per acre Direct only .. Rs. 3 · 6 
Working Expense~ per acre I · 3} R 2. 4 

Interest on Capital Outlay 1'1 · · s. 

If direct receipts only are taken into consideration the net profit 
to the State from the canal system is Rs. 1"2. per acre assessed. 

'. It may be emphasized that these results have been obtained after 
'•some of the canals have been -working for over thirty years. This point 

will be discussed in detail in part V of this Paper. . - - - . ~ - --.--

The Punjab Compared with Other Provinces. 
It will not be devoid of interest to compare the financial results of 

other provinces with those of the Punjab. Table 27 has been 
abstracted from the 'Triennial Review of Irrigation in India for '' 
!'}~3-36' by simple ~ithmetical process, for ProductiV'e_\Vork.l' __ only, _ 

TABLE 27. 
PRODUCTIVE WORKS. 

PER ACRE IRRIGATED (1935-36) 

Gross Receipts Total annual Net 
Name of Province. both Direct cost (working_ profit ( + 

and Indirect. expenses plus or loss (-) 
) 

interest). . 
Rs. Rs. 

Madras .. 6'9 4"8 +2"1 
Bombay 

I 
• 3"5 5"9 -2"4 . . 

5"7 -.2"2 Bengal .. 3"5 

I United Provinces .. 5·8 4"3 +1"5 
Punjab .. 5"9 2·5 +3"4 
Burma 4"3 3"7 +0"6 .. 

3"0 +1"4 Bihar & Orissa 4"4 .. 
3"2 +2"3 N. W. F. Province .. 5"5 
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. The above table shows that gross receipts per acre are the highest 
for Madras; United Provinces and Punjab are bracketed second: and 
North West Frontier Province is a close third. Other provinces per
haps suffer from permanent settlements. As the proportion of Indirect 

l 
Receipts is comparatively high in the Punjab, the average water-rates 

.'must be lower than some of the other provinces. 

IV. COST AND RETURNS TO mE CULTIVATOR 

Initial cost. 

- vlcost of Watercourse system.-The charges for water realized by the 
State cover the cost of bringing the water to the head of the cultivator's 
watercourse, but no further. The system of watercourses on the farm 
itself has to be put in by the cultivator at his own expense. As a rule, 
the cost of construction of a watercourse system should vary to • certain 
extent from farm to farm depending on the topography of the land, 
the character of the soil and the number of culverts, etc., required for 
road crossings. It had, however, been a practice in the Punjab to con• 

'struct the watercourse system at Government expense in the first instance 
and then spread the cost over the total area covered by the project and 
recover such cost by levy of a flat acreage rate charged for a number of 
years on the opening of the canal. This acreage rate includes the cost of 

_field surveys, demarcation and construction of watercourseO The exact 
procedure of recoveries has varied in the various colomes. On the 
Sutlej Valley Project the entire 'olony was treated as a whole and the 
charge was distributed over holdings by the Colonization Officer who 
maintained the necessary accounts in his office. The sum eventually 
fixed was Rs. 3 per acre if paid in a lump sum or Rs. 4-4-0 per acre if 
spread over 8 half yearly instalments. The same rates as in the Nili 
Bar Colony were also sanctioned for the Pir Mahal, Khikha and Bmala 
Branch of the Lower Chenab Canal. A certain amount of difficulty has 
been experienced in the Nili Bar Colony in levying the acreage charge 
on proprietary lands, as, strictly speaking, no provision of law exists 
under which it can be applied to such lands until the owners have 
themselves made an application under Section 16 of the Northern India 
C~nal and Drainage Act. The announcement of this levy in the pro
pnetary land caused ~ good deal of discontent particularly among 
owners of non-perenmalland who saw at first no advantage in the 
change to a new canal system and untried watercourses. · 

After prolonged consideration, it was decided that in the case of 
non-perennial proprietary lands, culverts should n~t be constructed by 
Government, and that the construction rate could be reduced on that 
account toRe. 1-10-0 per acre of gross culturable area if paid in a lump 
sum, or Rs. 1-12-0 if paid in eight half yearly instalments. 
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h In the case of new extensions in proprietary areas two alternatives 
ave been suggested to legalize this acreage rate:-

(a) be~ore new irrigation is extended to such lands the exten· 
s1on will be conditional on the previous consent of the 
owners to pay the acreage rate as detennined 

(b) to make a small increase temporary or penna~ant in the 
occupiers' rates ch•rgeable on specified crops. 

The latter system was, however, considered unsatisfactory both 
from the accounts point of view as well as from practical considerations . 

.Qos/ of clearance and leVelling. 

Another item of first cost is the clearing of brushwood and jungle 
from t~e uncultivated waste as well as the cast of constructing some sort. 
of fencmg and shelter. On some of the fanns a certain amount of 
levelling may be necessary in order that water may be spread unifonnly 
over the surface. Fortunately the colony lands in the Punjab are flat" 
and very little of initial levelling was required. hi the case of part oi the 
Lesser Thai Project area, levelling up of ground may cost about Rs. 15 
per acre on the average. 

Annual costs. 

The main annual costs are water-rates which reimburse the State 
for the capital so.§! and the annual costs for working and maintenance 
of the system .. Water-rates paid to the State have been discussed at 
length in Part II. This is an item of return to the State, while to the 
cultivator it is an item of cost. · 

The cultivator has also to incur a certain amount of expenditure 
for maintaining the watercourse system as well as for applying water 
to the land. When water is running on to the fields it is necessary to.> 
give it a constant attention to see that it is distributed properly and tha~ 
it is not damaging fields by washing or cutting the surface. 

Both the manual and the bullock labour required is more on the II'' 
irrigated land as compared to the unirrigated land, thus increasing thei 
cost of production per acre. 

The above charges are directly due and peculiar to irrigatio!'· 
They would be unnecessary if the land were dependent only on ram 
for its moisture. 

Actual costs from year to year would vary depending on the wages 
of labour and cost of seed etc. Some idea of the difference of cost per 
acre bet~een irrigated and unirrigate.d land i~ given in *Farm. Accounts 
published by the Board oi EconomiC lnqmry. The followmg ligures 
are taken for the year 1934-35. 

• Board of Economic Inquiry Publication N~!!L..Eages 7 and 9. 
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TABLE 28. 
-

PER ACRE. PERCENTAGE TO THE TOTAL. 

Irrigated 
Item. U nirrigated. Colony Unirrigated. Irrigated. 

Dists. 

\ Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
32 Upkeep of bul-

I 
4 7 11 5 13 8 53 

locks. 
1 11 0 8 9 Labour .. 0 10 11 

I 
5 Seeds I 013 1 0 15 6 10 .. 

! 
Implements .. 0 8 2 1 6 0 6 8 

• 
Irrigation .. .. 4 7 8 .. 25 

Land revenue •• 1 14 11 3 14 9 23 21 

Miscellaneous .. 0 0 91 .. .. .. 
' 

I 91 4 100 100 ~ Total .. 8 7 18 7 , 
' 

The above ligures do not include the wages of the farmer's family 
. in both cases. 

Returns to the Cultivator from Irrigation. 

The returns to the cultivator from irrigation may be of two kinds:
(a) increased land values, 
(b) additional income from farm products. • 

Increased land value. Irrigation enables a higher percentage of 
land being brought under cultivation and also a higher percentage to be 

/sown, every year. The price of land already cultivated with the help of 
J rain has gone up in the past up to 5 or 6 times on the-introduction of 

irrigation. In the case of a greater portion of the colonies the rainfall 
was so scanty that practically no crops could be grown on the land. 
The cost of sinking a well per acre would come to about Rs. 50. The in· 
come received from gra·,ing of sheep and goats was almost negligible. 
In such cases it may be said that without irrigation the land had very 
small value, not more than Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 per acre. On the introduc• 

j tion of irrigatio.n the J;lrice. of such lan_d sudden!~ goes UJ;I to. Rs. 200 to 
1 Rs. 400. It Will be mallonal to cla1m a cred1t to imgallon for the 
entire increase in the value of the land, os the farmer has to incur some 
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expenditure before he can bring it under irrigation. There is, however, 
little doubt that the owner of the land has substantial benefit from this 
increase in the value of the land on account of introduction of the canal, 
towards the construction of which he has had to contribute nothing. It 
has been suggested off and on that methods should be devised so that a 
part of this increase in the value of the land should be credited to the v'v 

canal project responsible for the increase. This may be a very import• 
ant factor in making projects of the future, ' Productive.' 

Additional Income from Farm Products. 
This may be grouped as under:'-

(a) Due to higher percentage of matured to sown area. 
(b) Due to more valuable cropping. 
(c) Due to higher yield per acre. 

(a) Higher percentage of maturity. A failure of sown crops re
presents a heavy dead loss to the cultivator. In 1922, the Director of 
Land Record~ound that in the province as a whole the normal rate of 
crop failure mainly due to deficient or unseasonable rainfall_ was 21 per • 
cent. In bad years, in districts entirely dependent onralnfall, it may be 
as high as 65 per cent or still higher as is the case during the current year 
in the Hissar District. In canal irrigated portions of the same district, 
the percentage of matured crop to sown area will be found to be as high 
as ninety per cent. Even if the land revenue is remitted by the Gov• 
ernment, every acre of unirrigated land sown, but not matured, represents , 
a loss of more than Rs. 6 in the waste of his seed and upkeep of bullocks, • ', 
leaving alone his own wages and those of his family working on the farm. 

Calvert puts this figure for the province at a cautious estimate of.; 
round about eight to ten crores. t 

(b) More valuable cropping. 
As canal water is available at critical times of the season, when 

water is required for sowing and maturing more valuable crops like 
surgarcane, cotton and wheat, more ri:ea is brought under cultivation 
under these crops in preference to cheaper crops grown on barani lands. 

1 In t. he. Punjab cotton and sugarcane will be practically impossible with· 
1 outwig;~tion. Thesehave tOll"esown before the monsoon rains start 

and require at least one watering after the monsoon rains have finished. 
(c) Higher yield. 

According to the Director of Land Records the yield per acre in 
Amritsar is 5 maunds more on irrigate_chhan on unirrigated land, although" 
the mean annual iainfalfiiltliat District is over 24 inches. For Lyall pur 
the same authority puts this difference as nine maunds.t 

~alvert, Page 122 Wealth & Welfare ofthe Punjab. 
tPoge 123 Wealth & Welfare of the Punjab. 
tPage 126 Wealth & Welfare of the Punjab. 
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Table 29 compares the out-tum and value of crops per acre of un
irrigated and irrigated land. 

*TABLE 29. 

0UTIURN PER ACRE IN VALUE OF OUTIURN PER ACRE 

0 lbs. in Rs. 
z Crop. 

lrri- Percentage -;;; Un- lrri- Percentage Unirri-
·;:: .. gated. increase of gated. gated. increase of ., ltrJ .. 

7 over 6. en gated. 4 over 3. 

~ 
. 

1-I 2 4 5 6 7 8 . 
I. Wheat .. 403 810 10!- 25 50 100 --
2. Barley . . 640 1120 75 20 

' 
3.? 75 

3. Rice .. 1120 1493 33 26 60 131 

4. Maize .. 448 1120 150 26 49 89 

5. Gram .. 420 747 78 19 29 53 -
6. Oilseeds . . 320 320 . . 17 44 159 

7. Sugar (raw) 2240 2240 . . 114 163 43 

8. Cotton 747 815 9 40 80 100 
(Desi) 

9. Fodder . . . . . . . . 20 30 50 

The above table combines the results of better quality of crop as 
well as higher yields per acre. 

In the United States of America also the average excess of yieldt for 
· irrigated land in 1919 was 42"4 p.c. and the average excess ·of value of 
" crop per acre was 45 · 6 p.c. as compared to unirrigated land. 

Economic Value of Canal Water to the Farmer 

(a) As compared to Opm Wells. In the western parts of the Punjab 
where rainfall is too scanty for barani cultivation, the economic value of 

· canal water can be judged only by a comparison of the cost of canal 
water with the cost of obtaining water from other sources such as wells. 

• From Season and Crops Report of the Punjab for tho year 1924-26 page 4. 
t Teele, pages 233 and 234 tables 33 and 34 of Economics of Land 

Reclamation. 
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Costs of well irrigation in the Punjab have been worked out in the 
Farm Accounts. The following information• is taken for the year 
1934-35. 

TABLE 30. 

\. 
PER ACRE MATURED. ToTAL COST PER 

ACRE MATURED. 

Lift. 
Overhead Cost of Manual Including Excluding 
Charges.f motive labour. manual manual 

power. labour. Labour. 

Rs. A. P. Rs.A. P. Rs.A. P. Rs. A. P., Rs. A. P. 
Electrically 
driven pump 8 4 10 17 12 5 5 8 7 31 9 10 26 I 3 

Electrically 
driven Persian ./ 

wheel .. 5 I 2 7 9 8 6 5 6 19 0 T' 1010 Bullock driven 
Persian wheel I 8 I 9 3 4 5 14 II 16 10 4 10 II 5 

The above table gives the cost of irrigation per acre matured by elec
trically worked pump. electrically worked Persian wheel and bullock 
driven Persian wheel, excluding cost of well and transmission lines. 
Cost of electric current delivered at site was taken as 0-1-6 per 
K. W. H. For other details, a reference may be made to Pub
lication No. 53 of Board of Economic Inquiry:-' The cost for the elec
trically-driven pump is higher than for bullock-driven Persian wheel 
by Rs. 14-15-6. Since the pumps in the experiments were installed the 
price of machinery has come down considerably and the cost may now 
be less. • 

Against the above figures, the average water-rates are only Rs. 4 , 
per acre. 

(b) As compared to Tube Wells. The cost of water-supply for 
watering one acre from a tube-well can be best taken from the estimated 
figures of Karol Bagh Tube-well Irrigation Scheme now in hand.~ 

•Board of Economic Inquiry Publico.tion No. 53, page 284. 
tOver.heatl charges include interest and depreciation on Persian 

wheel and cost Of repairs. The rate of interest .taken is 8 per cent and 
the rate of dept'eoio.tion on the Persian wheel on an average is about 14 
per cent. Interest and depreciation on wells are not included. 

tFigu,.,.s wore kindly supplied by Mr. A. M. R. Montagu, Officer on 
Special DUty, Tube-well Investigation. 
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The average cost to the cultivator of watering one acre on this 
Project is estimated to be Rs. 17'2 and Rs. 7'0 during khari/ and rabi 
respectively. 

The above rates are based on the following assumptions:-

(a} Depth of one watering, 4". 

(b) Cost of electric energy delivered at site, 11 pies per unit. 

(c) 5000 hours of running per annuin. 

(d) Duty per cusec capacity of pump. 

Khari/ 

Rabi 

116 acres. 

189 acres. 

(e) That the charges on Karol Scheme will be the same as levied 
at present on the cultivator in the United Provinces and 
sanctioned for Qadian, i.e., 

Rs. 3-3-0 per watering in khari/. 

Rs. 2-2-0 per watering in rabi. 

According to these rates there is a loss to Government during the 
rabi. On the whole the Project may just pay the interest on the 
capital spent. 

The average annual charge per acre for the Karol Project comes to 
Rs. 10 · 87 against the average water-rate of Rs. 4 per acre on the canals. 

It is conceded that more valuable crops can be grown on tube-wells, 

1
' partly setting off the extra cost. Actual reliable figures are not avail

able. It may be, however, sale to state that unless the charges of current 
are reduced appreciably, even the electric tube wells have little chance 
of comparing favourably with gravity flow irrigation from canals. 

(c) As compared to Unirrigated Areas. It has been previously 
mentioned that the cost of production per acre is appreciably more in 
irrigated than unirrigated areas. Does the additional income leave a 
margin after paying off the extra costs? 

The income and expenditure per acre for irrigated and un
irrigated areas, given in Table 31, are taken from *Farm Accounts 
for 1934-35. 

* .Board of Ecouomic Inquiry Publication No. 63 Po.gcs 7 to 8, 
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TABLE 31. 

PER ACRE 

Particulars. 
Gross income Expenditure Net income 

-

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
Unirrigated area .. 16 II 7 8 7 9 8 3 10 

Irrigated area (colony dis-
4 7 21 15 7 tricts) .. 40 4 2 18 

I 

, The above figures of gross income inclu~e both th: landlord and the 
cultivator's share and are based on the pnces of agncultural products 
prevailing in 1934-35. These were :-

Wheat Rs. 2 4 0 permaund. 
Gram Rs. I 15 0 per maund. 
Rape-seed Rs. 4 6 0 per maund. 
Desi Cotton Rs.5 1 0 permaund. 
American cotton Rs.8 2 0 per maund. 

Variation in prices of crops. 

The net increase to the farmer in any year must naturally depend , 
on the prevalent prices and it is this variation which hits him hard in 
years of depression. 1 

Graph No. I shows the variation in the price of five principal agri
cultural commodities in irrigated areas, prevailing at Lyallpur from 
1905-06 onwards. 

)~ On the same graph are shown the average gross value of crop per 
/acre irrigated and the incidence of average water-rate. The percentage 

ratio of the average water-rate to the average gross value of crop per acre 
have also been plotted. 

_ Besides the water-rates, his other expenses too do not vary to the 
same extent as does the gross income. The result is that the variation 
in .his net income is exaggerated out of proportion with the variation of 
pnces of crops. 
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Graph No.2 is prepared from the ligures given in Farm Accounts 
published by the Board of Economic lnqui1y. It gives for certain canal 
irrigated plots, the gross income and the expenditure per ~ere 
from 1926-27 to 1934-35. The intercepts between the two lmes 
indicate the net income from the farm per acre. In the ligures of 
expenditure the wages of the family members working on the farm are 
not included. This graph makes it perfectly clear that the cultivator 
was hit hard during 1931-32, but his position since then has been 
steadily improving. 

Causes of Variation in Crop Prices. 

As in all spheres of economics the prices of agricultural prod~crs 
are governed by supply and demand. Wheat may be taken as a typ1cal 
instance. Since 1925, the average increase per year in the world"• output 
of wheat comes to 18 per cent, while the world population increased by 
14"4 per cent only. That was not all. World consumption of wheot 
per head decreased particularly in the New World, where a rise in the 
standar'd of living, involving a change o.-er from grain tomeat, vegetables, 
fruits and dairy products was probably responsible for the tendency. In 
spite of an increase ofl4"4 per cent in the world population, the total 
world consumption of wheat increased only 8"4 per cent*. The syn
chronization of these two factors caused an unprecedented fall in the 
price of wheat. The large increase in wheat production has been 
brought about by most of the countries of the world increasing their 
output in an attempt to make them self-sufficient and it may not be very 
long before the rising curve of population may cross the rising curve of 
O\lt~urn of food products. Once that happens the prices will go up 
agam. 

Why Does the Cultivator not Adjust Production to the 
./ Changing Prices ? 

It will be· noted from graph No. 1 that prices do not vary 
gradually in the same direction, nor do the prices of all products rise or 
fall to the same extent. Why does the cultivator not take up articles 

• which fetch better prices? 

Good prices do tend to an increase in production, the tenden~y 
being in fact always towards over-production, in the industrial as well as 
the agricultural field. It is this tendency, which causes the cyclical and 
secular fluctuations which have become almost a normal economic 
phenomena both in agriculture and in industry. t 

J While industry can be adjusted to the ch.an_ging demands of time, 
agriculture is from its inherent charactenshcs unable to do so. 

• s. A. Husain, Agricultural Marketing in Northern Indio. (1937), 

page 24. 
t Economics of AgriculLuro by Van Der Post ( 1 037), po.go 524. 
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Agriculture is dependent upon the vicissitudes of nature and the seasons. 
The agriculturist can, for example, never plan production in the same 
way as the industrialist, because he cannot foretell the behaviour of the 
weather months in advance. He cannot, therefore, at will change pro
duction in order to counteract a fall in the prices. Secondly, the length 
of the agricultural productive process makes the turnover in agriculture 
much slower than in industry. Most crops require several months to 
mature. Thirdly, money invested and labour employed in agriculture 
are not as readily transferable as in industry. Fourthly, change from one 
crop to another, from one branch of agriculture to another, is usually 
difficult because natural conditions in any particular area render it suit
able to some form of specialization or another. Marketing conditions 
may not be favourable to the substitute crop. Fifthly, agricultural pro
duction is the sum total effect of the efforts of a large number of scattered 
individual producers, each of whom exercises a negligible influence on 
the m.rket. It is the total production, not the contribution of the in
dividual producer, that influences the market. The agriculturist can, 
therefore, not influence the price of his product as can the manufacturer 
who may have developed a special brand and a special market for the 
product of his factory. Sixthly, agriculture's dependence upon seasonal 
and natural conditions makes the supply of agricultural products sub
ject to great variations and this in turn similarly affects price. A sub
normal crop tends to raise prices out of proportion to the fall in produc
tion and appears at least in the case of some commodities to cause a 
greater deviation in price than a surplus . 

./ Fluctuations in the produce due to seasonal variations would to a 
certain extent be smoothed out under a system of internation•l free 
trade. because variations in some countries or in one hemisphere tend 
·to counterbalance variations in the opposite direction occurring in other 
countries or in the other hemisphere. Unfortunately the nations of the 
world have found it necessary to adopt protective measures in the 
interest of home production and have thereby to a large extent negatived. 
the stabilizing effect which a comparatively stable world agricultural 
production would ~end to have on agricultural prices. 

/Because of the above characteristics of agriculture the farmer finds 
it most difficult to adopt his productive programme to the dictates. of 
changing conditions. He consequently feels the effects of depression 
and of adverse conditions generally in an extreme degree. 

~he ab~ve indicates that the necessary control and guidance in agri
culture must come from the State. It is further indicated that methods 
to vary the cost of the farmer in accor~ance with the rise or ~all of crop 
prices are called for. It may be possible to lind a way of lixmg water
rates on a sliding scale. 
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A Sliding Schedule of Water-rates. 

A reference is again invited to Graph No. 1. The percentage ratio 
of the average water-rate to the average value of the produce per acre on 

~ 1 the Punjab Canals has va~e~ fro_m 6"0 per cent. i~ 1918-19 to 15"2 p~r 
I cent. in 1930-31. The vanatlon m the case of certam areas and of part!
. cular crops may have been even greater. If the water-rates are to _d<;_eend 

on the paying capacity of the cultivator, as h•ti!~JlJ> assume_d~they_should 
·ooviausl}'- oear:-_a more--o<less-constant ratio to_ his net yrofits_lrom 
•_!!•gat! on. 

What this ratio should be, is too difficult and complex a question to 
be di~cussed in this Paper. • 

; In America, the ratio of water-rate to value of crop raised per acre 
varies from 16 to 20 per cent., while in Egypt the ratio is about 14 per 
cent.* 

V. THE FUTURE. 

Is there Over-production in India? 

The drop in the price of agricultural products may lead one to think 
that there is over-production of wheat and other cereals in the Punjab 
and that it is time to cry halt to further expansion of irrigation for a 
decade or so. The subject is of such a great economic importance to 
the province that it deserves a detailed examination. 

According to 1930-31 figures, the area under cultivation in India 
per head was 0"86 acres out of which only 0"14 acres was irrigated. 
Even an elemontary knowledge of agriculture is enough to show that this 
area is entirely inadequate for a predominantly agricultural country like 
India. 

Let us compare the Punjab ligures with those of the Western Part 
of the United States of America, comprising of Wyoming, Colorado, 
New Mexico and far Western States, which are, like the Punjab, mainly 
dependent on irrigated agriculture. 

• T. '. Lyle, C.I.E., Chief Engineer, U.P., in a note presented to 
Central Board of Irrigation in November, 1936. 
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TABLE 32. 

iRRIGATED AREA PER CAPITA. Cultivated 

Year. 
-Western area per 

States of* Punjab.f capita in 
ofU.S.A. Punjab. 

Acres. 
, 

Acres. I Acres. 
1890-91 .. 1"14 .. 

I 
1"39 

1900-01 .. 1"76 "44 1"40 
1910-11 .. 1"94 "52 1"45 
1920-21 .. 1"94 "63 1"41 
1930-31 .. (not available) "63 1"3 

The recent· agricultural depression in India was primarily due to 
reduction in its export of wheat, due to large areas in U. S. S. R., 
U. S. A., Canada and Australia being brought under cultivation. The 
up-setting of the equilibrium of such an important commodity was 
bound to have reactions on other agricultural products. 

The drop in the price of wheat cannot, however, he regarded as 
evidence of over-production. Tables 33 and 34 compare the area under 
wheat per capita and the out-turn per acre in the world's premier wheat 
growing countries:-

tTABLE 33. 

AREA UNDER WHEAT PER WITA. 

'AREA UNDER WHEAT IN ACRES 
Population (1935). 

Couuntry. in Total. I per 
1935. - cap1ta. 

U.S.S.R. . . 173,000,000 91,529,000 "529 

Canada .. 10,949,000 14.105,000 2"202 

U.S.A. . . 127,172.000 51,208,000 "403 

India .. 368,278,000 33,617,000 "091 

Punjab (British only) .• 24,587,463§ 9,300,000~ "378 

• Taken from Hanny's paper No. 1666 of Amencan Soc1ety of 
Civil Engineers (Table 1). . . • t Population taken from table XI. and area trngated IS taken from 
Table VI of Agricultural Statistics and includes all sources.. · . 

: :Figures taken from International Year Book of Agnoultural Statis-
tics for tho year 1935·36 

(1) hectare =2.47 acres. . 
(2) quintal = 100 lb. . 

§ 1031 census figures with 4·4 °(o mcrease for 4 years. 
~I Agricultural Statistics of Ind1a. 
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Country. 

u.s. s. R. 
Canada 
U.S.A. 
India 

*TABLE 34. 
0UTIURN OF Wi{EAT PER ACRE. 

Area under ·Out-turn 
wheat in tn 
acres. quintals. 

' 

I 
.. 91,529,000 308,298,000 .. 24,105,000 76,731,000 
.. 51,208,000 170,466,000 
.. 33,617,000 98,851,000 

Outturn per 
acre in lb. 

----
336'8 
318'3 
332'9 
294'1 

The above tables show that the produce of wheat per cap1ta, takmg 
India as a whole, is appreciably less as compared with other agricultural 
countries of the world. The problem of Indian agriculture • t present 
is not over-production but the large diminution in the export of 
cereals. And though the likelihood of substantial export of wheat in 
the near future cannot be visualized, this does not involve any cause of 
anxiety. Countries like Australia, Canada, Southern Rhodesia, Ar
gentina and South Africa, with a comparatively small population, and a 
wide expanse may incur the risk of over-production with its attendant 
problems. But the home market in India is so vast that for a long time 
there could be no danger of the accummulation of surpluses. What is 
required is a careful organization and study of the details of changes in 
the dem•nd of the public and adjusting the supply according to this 
demand. 

The diet of the people, especially of the masses, leaves much room 
for improvement; a perm•nent state of under-nourishment is to be found 
everywhere. Table 35 compares the consumption of wheat per head in 
India with other countries. 

Europe 
U.S.A. 
Argentina 
Australia 
India 

Countries. 

TABLE 35. 

Consumption of wheat t 
per head kilograms 

(1925-26 to 1929-30). 

128'7 
124'6 
149'1 
146'0 
23'7 

*Figuros takon from International Year Book of Agricultural Statistics 
for the year 1935·36. 

t Tho Agricultural Crisis (Lcaguo of Nations) 1031, Vol, 1, pp. 25·27. 
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The food eaten by the ordinary villager is inadequate in quantity 
and inferior in quality. Wheat, vegetables, fruits and daily and live 
stock products, should lind place in their menus. Wheat is consumed 
by a small section of the total population. As it is a superior food and 
contains higher nutrition it ·should be eaten by all; hence there is an 
immense scope for promoting the consumption of wheat*. Coarse 
grain could then be used for feeding cattle, thus bettering their physique. 
And land, under crops which are no longer required for human 
consumption, may advantageously be given over to the cultivation of 
fodder and rotation crops. 

Growth in Population. 

The population of India is increasing constantly. During the period 
1921-31 the increase was 10"6 p. c. Since 1931, India has remained 
comparatively free from violent outbreaks of epidemic diseases and the 
annual balance of births over deaths has been consistently favourable 
to progressive increase of population. Between the census of 1931 and 
June 1936 the actual increase has been 6 "1 p.c. Assuming the same 
rate of growth during the next live years, the increase in population 
during the decennium 1931-41 is likely to be something over 11 p.c.t 
How is this increase in population going to lind employment? 

If an increase in population is not compensated for by a corres
ponding increase in the cultivated area, then the people must either 
produce more from the same area, by improving their methods of culti
vation or they must reduce their standard of living, unless they can send 
their surplus numbers to industries or out to other countries. 

Can Industries Absorb a Portion of the Growing Population? 
The 1931 Census Report showed that there were less workers in " 

1931 on industries than in 1921. There was also a fall of 0"35 p.c. 
among workers in trade. These losses were explained as balanced 
in part and largely met by the increase under" Insufficiently Described 
Occupations." This might be a way of explianing away the losses under 
one head as gains under another, but it cannot l>e interpreted to mean 
that the position of industry remains the same. (While the industries of I 
India are growing so far as capital invested, total output, and the field I 
of activity ar~ concerned, they do not employ a larger percentage of the ' 
population.~/ 

From statistics regarding cotton and .Pal?er mill ind.ustries i~ can be 
proved that while there has been expans1on m productiOn, the mcrease 

• S. A. HUBain, Agricultural Marketing in Northern India, (1937) 
Pages 309·310. 

t Indian Information Series, September, 1, 1938. 
t S. A. Husain, Agricultural Marketing in Northern India, (1937) 

pages 4~ and 43. 
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in the number of persons employed on these industries has been com
paratively small. The more the working capital, the greater is the use 
of specialized machinery and labour-saving devices. Besides,the more 
the organized industries are set up, the larger is the number of unor- · 
ganized workers and creftsmen driven out of their work. Their manu
factures-hand-made and on a small scale-cannot compete with 
machine-made goods, with the result that the artisans, particularly in 
the rural areas, give up their original industry and join the ranks of the · 
agriculturist. 

The natural conclusion from the above fact is that industrialization 
has not relieved the burden on the soil, and in spite of the new indus
trial ventures, India still remains essentially an agricultural country. 
The sooner it is recognized that the setting up of large-scale indu•tries 
cannot solve the population problem for a long time to come, and that it 
is through the organization and development of agriculture alone that 
the conditions of the masses can be improved, the more would it be in 
the interest of the country. The protagonists of the policy of indus
trializing India seem to regard it as a panacea for all the economic ills 
of the land. Without questioning the need for starting new industries 
for manufacturing articles of our daily requirements, it may be pointed 
out that, at the present rate, industries cannot provide employment for 
a large percentage of the population. 

As the agricultural classes form an overwhelming majority of the 
population and unless their income increases, consumption must be 
meag1e and the home market will remain undeveloped as long as the 
standard of living among the agriculturists is not raised. Thus the 
development of India's agriculture will be directly in the interests of her 
industries as well. In fact, the interdependence among agriculture, 
industry and commerce is so close that it is impossible for one to enjoy 
lasting prosperity regardless of the others. This point hes been stressed 
•t a great length in America where there is an over-increasing demand for 
industrial population being spread on to agricultural lands in a very 
organized manner.* 

Can Emigration Help ? 

• There is barely any possibility of the hardships of over-population 
bemg removed or even decreased t broug h migration. Emigration, 
when India is taken as a whole, inlluences the population very little. 
Due to greater restrictions imposed upon them, the few Indians who 
migrated to places like the British colonies in South America and Africa, 
are actually returning to their home country. 

• Transactions of American Soci~ty of Civil Engineers for 1938 
Paper No. IU84. 
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Birth Control 

The last Census Report referred to the possibility of limiting popu
lation by birth control. It will be outside the scope of this Paper to 
discuss the merits or demerits of this aspect of the question, particularly 
when in countries like Germany and Italy there is a definite State policy 
for encouraging the growth of population. The density of population* 
for the Punjab Province is 208 per sq. mile, that for Japan being 439, 
United Kingdom 489, Germany 358 and Belgium 699. 

Irrigation-The Best Cottage Industry. 

As mentioned previously the total population of India in 1941 is 
expected to reach 400,000,000 ; out of this the agricultural population 
m•y be taken as about 300,000,000. t With the present rate of wealth 
production it has been estimated that the average income per head of 
this agricultural population will be approximately Rs. 50 per year. This 
clearly shows that the average Indian is ill-fed, lives in a half-starved 
condition arid has low vitality. Nobody can doubt the statement that 
with the present economic organization and present production India 
cannot support its growing population. The only way open to India to 
meet its growing population is rapid expansion of irrigation, as irriga• 
tion is not only a means ot increasing production but it affords a consider• 
able scope for the employment of a large number of men not only during 
the period of construction of works but later in the operation of culti
vation. Irrigation in this sense is the best cottage industry for an agri· 
cultural country. 

Relationship of Area Cultivated and Irrigated with Population 
in the Punjab. 

The problem from the point of view of the British Punjab may be 
considered in still greater detail. 

Graph 3 shows how the growing population was supported by a 
constant rise in the area brought under cultivation mainly by Govern• 
ment canals. 

Tomeettheanticipatedincreaseof II percent. from 1931 to 1941, 
the additional area required to keep the same average standard of living 
is about 3 million acres. 

The Haveli Project which is nearing completion will bring an addi
tional area of about 400,000 acres under irrigation. An increase of about 
:250,000 acres may be counted on Sutlej Valley Project Canals from 1931 
1 to 1941. 

• Atta Ullah, The Co-operative Movement in the Punjab (I 037) 
Page27. 

t P. A. Wadia. Population Problem of India. 
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Even if both the Thai and the Bhakra Dam Projects are taken m 
hand at once the additional area irrigated will be only:-

Lesser Thai Project (I 936) . . B31,000 acres. 

Bhakra Dam Project (1919) (400 feet high dam) 
British area only . • . • 934,000 acres. 

Even the total of all the above projects does not come up to 3,000,000 
acres required to keep pace with the growing population. 

It must also be remembered that the areas given for the various 
projects are for the tenth year after opening, the period taken up in con• 
struction being extra. 

Possibilities of Expansion on the Existing Canals. 

Besides the Thai and Bhakra Dam Projects there are possibilities 
of increasing the outturn from the areas covered by the existing canals, 
both by increasing the outturn per acre through improvements in the 
methods of husbandry, as well as by increasing the annual cultivated area. 

Table 36 shows the total culturable commanded area and the 
annual irrigated area ·(average of 3 years, 1934-35 to 1936-37) for the 
major Punjab canals. 

TABLE 36. 

Total C.C.A. Total area Difference 
Name of Canal. (1936-37) irrigated Col. 2. 

(average Col. 3. 
of 3 years.) 

I 2 3 4 

Acres. Acres. Acres. 

Sir hind (British) 2,044,739 1.234,599 810,140 
Sutlej Valley Project (British) 3,170,478 1,362,34B 1,808,130 
Upper Bari Doab Canal .. 1,446,311 1.271,998 174.313 
Lower Chenab Canal .. 2,891.451 2,360,733 530,718 
Lower Jhelum Canal .. 1,239,597 856,650 383,047 
Lower Bari Doab Canal .. 1,437,418 1.213,650 223,76B 

Total .. 12,229.9941 8,299,878,3.930,116 
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So'!'~ critics may po~nt out tha~ cent !'er ~ent intensity is impossible. 
The opm1on of an expenenced agncultunst hke that of Mr. (now Sir) 
W. Roberts• may be valuable on this point. "The intensity of cropping 
a~ present practised in the Punjab can be v~ry easily increased by at least 
s1xty per cent. with benefits to the condition of the soil. It must not be 
forgotten that in Egypt, which at present gives a greater yield per acre 
of cotton than any other country in the world, the intensity of cropping 
is well over 200 per cent.". 

Water is at present far more a limiting factor than land. 

Bogey of Waterlogging. 

Thanks to the efforts of Mr. J. D. H. Bedford the majority 
is now veering round to the opinion that water spread over 
land in small depths for irrigation purposes does not cause 
waterlogging ; the main cause of waterlogging is percolation from 
the large canals and from deep volumes of water standing on the land. 
Mr. (now Sir) W. Roberts expressed the view that 'the great bulk of 
the irrigated area of the province would be perfectly safe from the evil 
of waterlogging if three times the present. supply was given.'* 

The areas affected by thur and sem up to the 30th September 1938 
were 4,66,413 and 29,349f acres respectively. The sem area is less than 
0'25 p.c. of the total irrigated area. For the thur area there is actually 
a keen demand for extra water. While immediate steps are required 
to arrest waterlogging, it is urged that future irrigation projects should 
not be withheld on this account. 

Malaria. 

It has been often alleged that irrigation has in many areas 
seriously affected the health of the general public. Some of the 
allegations cannot be refuted, but, as pointed out by the Malaria Com• 
mission ol the League of Nations, t the only practical method of control 
of malaria is that of improving the economic conditions under which the 
people live, so as to raise their power of resistance against disease. 

It is submitted that in many cases the necessity for draining off local 
depressions which are responsible for breeding mosquitos, exists quite 
apart from ~he canals. These drainage works s~oul~ in all fairness be 
a charge against the general revenues of the provmce JU!t as roads are. 

Actual Supply on Existing Canals 

Table 37 gives the mean rabi disch~rge f~r the la~t live yea~s for 
esch of the major Punjab canals, along With the1r authonzed capac1ty. 

• Punjab Engineering Congress, 1937. Paper No. 198. 
t Report by Pt. Karta Kishan, P.C.s ... Wa.terl~gging Assistant to 

the Financial Commissioners for the year ending 30·9·38. 
t James, 1927. 
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TABLE 37. 

Author MEAN RABI DISCHARGE. 
ized 

Name of Canal. capacity 
of the 
canal. 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 

Cusecs. Cusecs. Cusecs. Cusecs. Cusecs. Cusecs. 

Sir hind (British) 4,882 3,144 2,878 2,989 2,857 3,202 

S. V. P. (British) 21,368 2,345 3,550 2,266 1,815 2,624 

Upper Bari Doab 
2,499 Canal .. 6,900 2,431 2,897 2.512 2,457 

Lower Chenab 
Canal .. 11,158 6,307 6,755 5,862 6,521 7;325 

Lower Jhelum 
2,484 Canal .. 4,090 2,545 2,903 2,197 2,525 

Lower Bari Doab 
4,652 Canal. .. 

1 

6.300 3,780 4,202 3,620 4,005 

Total . • 54,698 20,5221 23.185119.4461 20.180 1 22.786 

-
Out of every five years there is generally one good year, one bad 

year and three indifferent years. Deforestation in the catchment areas 
of the Punjab rivers may further reduce the future winter supplies. 

The effect of shortage of supply is not correctly reflected in th.e area 
sown. Even in the irrigated areas the cultivator does to a certam _ex· 
tent gamble on rain. But the effect of short supply in reducing the y1eld 
per acre cannot be denied. 

During the last three years, on the average 138,769 and 226,110 
acres were remitted* on the Punjab weir-controlled and inundation 

• The figures include area shown in the Administration Reports 
under ' short supply ', • bad soil' and • Miscello.noous ' excluding wadh 
watter. All remissions on these throo acoount.s are in fact due to short 
supply. 
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canals respectively. "faking the expenditure of the cultivator as Rs. 10 
'per acre, the area remitted represents an annual loss of Rs. 36 lakhs and 
this alone would justify a capital expenditure of nine crores of rupees. 

Sources of future Water Supply. 

The natural winter supplies of the Punjab rivers have already been 
used up fully, except the Indus. A bar was placed by the Government 
of India after the sanction of the Sukkur Barrage Project preventing the 
Punjab from withdrawing any water from the Indus. This bar has only 
recently been relaxed and the Punjab has been allowed to withdraw 6000 
cusecs in summer and about 3600 cusecs in winter, for the Thai area. 

-'Where are then the additional supplies to come from? There are 
three likely sources :-

(a) Savings from absorptions of large canals by masonry lining. 

(b) Storages on the rivers in foot hills. 

(c) From subsoil by tube wells. 

Absorption losses from the main canals of the Punjab excluding the 
Sutlej Valley Project Canals come to about I 800 cusecs. If the main 
canals of the Sutlej Valley project are also included, the figures of 
water lost by absorption go up to about 4200 cusecs. By lining the 
main canals alone a saving of at least 3000 cusecs in summer and 1700 
cusecs in winter can be effected. 

Possibilities of storage in the hills are vast. Table 38 shows the 
percentages of run-off actually utilized and those still available for 
storage. It also shows that suitable sites exist on practically all the 
Punjab rivers for storing large volumes of summer supplies now going 
to waste. 

As regards tube-wells, the subject has been examined in great 
detail hy a very senior and capable officer placed on special duty. It 
is hoped that he will enlighten members of the Congress with 
his views. Conditions in the Punjab are so different from those 
in the United Provinces, particularly with reference to rainfall, 
that the chances of financial success of tube-well schemes on a large 
scale in the Punjab are at the best very doubtful both to the State as 
well as to the farmer. So many factors are uncertain that the Punjab 
will be well advised to advance with tube-well schemes with the 
utmost caution. 

The future of the development of the Punjab, in the opinion ol the 
Author, lies in its storage schemes. 



TABLE 38 
(Condensed from Wilez Committee Reeort, Paae 26) 

Based on average of 5 years 1922-23 to 1926-27. 

,._, Storage capacity avails-
able in foot hills as con-. templated in Wiley Com-

Mean annual Water uti!ized by exi~i.ng Balance available for mittee• Report. 
Ri.ar run-off Canals. storage. 

Cusecs cusecs %ofcohi:mn Cusecs %of column 
per day. per day (2) per day (2) Cusecs per day. 

I 

1 2 I 3 I 4 5 6 7 

Sutlej .. .. 19,528 5,601 29 13,927 71 14,585t 
Beas .. .. 17,467 12,282 70 5,185 30 34,412t 
Ravi .. .. 8, 694 4,170 48 4,524 52 12,240+ 
Chenab .. .. 29,557 8,456 29 21,101 71 7,148t 
Jhelum .. .. 32,256 6,619 21 25,637 79 Not investigated 

• A Committee consisting of Messrs. Wiley, an American Expert, two Indian Geologists and Mr. Nicholson was 
appointed by the Punjab Government in 1927. 

t On Sutlej, Bess and Ravi ample capacity is available so that when the first reservoirs start depleting due to 
silting, storage at other sit-es can be taken up. 

t This capacity is on 
Commit !<!e. 

one tributary, i.e., Eastern Tawi only, but there are other sites not examined by the 
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This subject would be incomplete without the mention of one 
important geographical feature of the province. Most of the storage 
sites are situated outside the boundaries of the British Punjab. 
Thus the Punjab has a very special interest in the Indian States in 
which the up~er reaches of the Punjab rivers are situated. As the 
States concerned have no direct relations with the Punjab Governm~nt, 
the latter is not in a position to press their point with these States 
and must rely upon the good offices of the Government of India. 
The future prosperity of the Punjab obviously holds difficulties in 
store. The Government of India Act of 1935 does not contain, so 
far as the Author is aware of, any clear provision to safeguard these 
potential intere•ts of the Punjab. Section 127 authorises the Feder
ation to acquire any land situate in a Province for any purpose 
connected with a matter, with respect to which the Federal Legis
lature has power to make laws. Such land is to be transferred to 
the Federation on such terms as may be agreed or in default of 
agreement as may be determined by an arbitrator appointed by the 
Chief Justice of India. The interests of the Punjab require that 
this Section should be applicable, when land situated in and belonging 
to one province or Federated State is required by another province or 
State. 

Need for a Change in the Financial Policy.'}. ..rj{ 
It has been shown that there is need for expansion of irrigation in 

the Punjab. It was but natural that the less costly and more profitable 
sources of supply were tapped in the beginning. The projects were r· 
undertaken only after they satisfied the test of productivity laid down* 
by the Government of India. The test consisted of the Project being 
able to show a certain percentage return on the sum at charge in the 
I Oth year of the opening of the canal. The sum at charge is taken as 
the capital cost plus the arrears of interest up to that year. 

For works sanctioned before the I st April, 1919, the test of produc
tivity was 4%. For works sanctioned betwee!' 1st April, 1919 and lstJ 
Augut 1921 it was 5 p. c. and for all works sanctioned after th•t date the 
prescribed test is 6 per cent. 

I Although the rate of inter~st in the open market has fallen to 3 p.c. 
· 1 the Punjab and Madras provmces have. not yet lowe~e~ t~e test of 

productivity. It is argued that the capital charge of I~n.gahon works 
is a perpetual sum and consequently the test of productiVIty should be 
based on the Government's effective borrowing rate for a long term. 
It has also been suggested by financial ~xperts that a ~mall percentage 
should be added to cover the risk of havmg to pay a h1gher rate of con• 
version and the risks inherent in any estimate. ---..,.---

• Publio Works Acoount Oodo, Appondix 4, pngo 210.v 
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Thus on the one hand the projects of the future must by the very 
nature of things be less paying; on the other hand the financial experts 

J are in favour of stiffening up the test of productivity. 

Unless there is a change in the financial outlook, future develop
ment of the Punjab may be seriously jeopardized. 

Irrigation schemes represent a comparatively long time invest
ment. The test of productivity takes the results in the tenth year of 
the opening of the canal. This time limit has been entirely arbitrary. 

Graph No. 4 shows the percentage return of the net revenue, both 
direct and indirect, on the capital outlay on the Punjab weir-controlled 
canals from their date of opening. Some of our best canals, viz. the 
Upper Bori Doab and the Sirhind did not start paying a return of 6 per 
cent up to the lOth year. If only direct receipts be taken into con•; der
ation even the Lower Chenab and the Triple Canal Projects fall 
below the present-day test of productivity (see graph No. 5). 

Both the graphs show that there has been a very steady increase in 
the return on all the Punjab canals. This increase is only partially due 
to an increase in abiana rates. The greater share of increase goes to 
a steady rise in the"duty," on water. This is borne out by graph No.6 

In order to make the point clearer another graph (No. 7) has been 
plotted showing the culturable commanded area, area irrigated, and 
rabi mean discharge utilized. Kharif discharges have been left out as 
water has generally been available up to the demand, the quantity actu• 
ally utilized varying to a certain extent with the precipitation of rain. 
Leaving out Ructuations from year to year, an increase in the rabf mean 
discharge would indicate extension on the system. It will be seen that 
even though the mean rabi discharge has not increased, there has been a 
steady increase in the area irrigated on each system, even after the tenth 
year of the opening. 

·J Some good projects in California .have taken as long as 30 years to 
. bring them to a point at which income fully covered all expenses of 

operation.* 

There is another point to which attention has not so far been paid 
in India. Even the indirect receipts credited to canal projects do not 
represent the actual wealth created by the project. In Germany and 

\ 

F ranee it hos been estimated thet on navigation canal schemes, 45 and 
47 p.c. respectively of the capital cost is directly returned to Government 
in the form of taxes, duties, etc. They estimated in Germany that 31 
per cent of even the operation charges are likewise returned to Govern• · 

• Grungkoy, C. E., Tranotactions of th~ American Society of Civil 
Engineers ( 1928) Volume 92, page 561. 
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ment. There can be no reason to doubt that vast revenues are derived 
by the Ce.nt~al ~nd Provincial Gove~nments in.Jn~ia as a result of develop
ment of Irrigation, besides the. direct and mdirect receipts.* Actual 
figures are, however, not av01lable. It was for this reason that the 
Central Board of Irrigation resolvedf :- . 

" That an economic survey should he carried out with a view to esti
mating the direct and indirect financial bene/its accruing to the Central 
and Local Governments /rom irrigation projects. If it is ascertained 
that the indirect revenue accruing to the Central Government is appreci
able, the Government should see its way to contribute towards the cost 
of future irrigation projects in order to encourage provincial Governments 
to extend irrigation jacilities, which, without such o subsidy, would 
otherwise not he undertaken. 

The B~ard is. also of the opinion that when irrigation projects ! 
benefit Proprretary lands, and there/ore, enhance their value, some means 
should he devised o/ recovering a portion o/ that enhancement /or credit : 
to the cost of the projects." 

The above resolution will be a mile-stone in the history of develop- . 
ment of irrigation policy, it it does not remain buried in the records of f 
the Board. For the present the Government of India has decided t""'' 
take no action on this resolution. 

There is yet another point which is of particular importance to those 
parts of the Punjab which are still waiting for irrigation facilities to be 
extended to them. Accumulated net profit to Government from its 
canals up to the end of 1937-38 comes toRs. 89"2 crores, after paying 
all operotion, maintenance and interest charges, against a total capital 
outlay, both direct and indirect, of Rs. 34 · 5 crores. Thus the Punjab 
Government could have put up a reserve fund of Rs. 54"7 crores fromc~ 
the income earned by its canals in order to construct canals in those parts 
of the Punjab, which are physically less fortunate. It can be argued that 
all these profits were utilized in building up beneficent departments. 
Even the share of benefit from these departments derived by the in
habitants of the unirrigated areas has been much less than that derived 
by their otherwise more fortunate brethren in the irrigated areas. Time 
has perhaps come fora more equitable distribution of the natural wealth 
of the Province. This can be done by taking up the Irrigation Projects 
in the areas so far relegated to the background,. irrespective of t~eir 
financial results. Their capital cost- may be considered as '!'erged Into 
the c•pital cost of projects already executed and then applymg the te~t .;' 
of productivity to the canal system as a whole. 

- • T. B. Tate. Introductory note on 4 The Policy of Irrigation in 
India' submitted to the Contra\ Board of Irrigation in November, 1936-
- t Item Il(d) of tho Agenda (Technicai) of the 7th Annual Meeting of 
the Contra\ Board of Irrigation held in November, 1036. 
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As pointed out in Part II of this Paper, the irrigation policy in 
U.S. A. underwent a radical change in 1902. A standing Land Recla
mation Fund was created. An advance of $ 20,000,000 was made to the 
fund from the General Treasury in 1910, which is supposed to be paid 
back at the rate of $ I ,000,000 per annum. Additional sums were 
later made available from royalties and rentals from oil and potassium 
leases of public lands, from federal water- power licences and special 
appropriations from the General Treasury. An idea of these accretions 
to the Reclamation Fund may be formed from the following ligures 
showing the state up to the end of 1926 :-

Receipts from sale of public ]QIIds 

Receipts from oil royalties .• 

Receipts from potassium royalties 

Receipts from Federal power licences 

Total 

$ 
I 08,486,000 

29,001,500 

31,000 

18,500 

$ 137,537,000 

In other countries also irrigation schemes are mostly subsidized 
by Government. Colonel, the Hon'ble Deneys Reitz at one time 
Minister of Lands and Agriculture and Forestry and Irrigation* declared 

1on several occasions that the South African Government had never re, I garded irrigation as a proposition that would pay directly any more than 
the dykes of Holland were expected to pay directly. 

Conclusions. 

It has been shown that there is no over-production in India. The 
growing population demands an increase in the cultivated .rea, which 

J can be achieved only by development of irrigation. Industries can 
absorb only a microscopic fraction of the increasing population. lrri-

1 

gation schemes provide a vast scope for the employment of unskilled 

I 
labour during the construction period as well as in the actual operation 
of cultivation. In this sense irrigation is the best cottage industry 
for a predominantly agricultural country. 

Waterlogging and malaria, as the direct results of irrigation, have 
been over-emphasized by certain critics. The area actually affected 
by semis only 0'25 per cent. of the total area irrigated. The best 
remedy to combat malaria is to improve the economic condition of general 
masses. This can be achieved by extending facilities of growing more 
and better crops through further development of irrigation. 

It has been further shown that both ~ultivable land and water are 
available in abundance in the Punjab for expansion of irrigation. The 

• VanDer Poat, Eeonomica of Agriculture (1937) page 269. 
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only difficulty is that future schemes are not likely to pay as good a return 
on the capital spent as the ones constructed so far have done. It was 
but natural that easier and more profitable schemes were taken up first. 

A plea has been put forward to change. the financial outlook as re
gards future irrigation projects. The standard of basing the test of 
productivity on the results of the tenth year after opening is arbitrary. 
Irrigation is a long-time investment. Some of the best canals in the 
Punjab and in other countries failed to come up to this test. Full deve- .; 
lopment of an irrigation scheme may take as many as 30 years. 

Both the Provincial as well as the Central Governments derive so 
large sums of revenue, besides the Direct and Indirect Irrigation Re
ceipts, as a result of development of irrigation, that there are sufficient 
grounds to lower the financial test of such schemes. In other countries • 
irrigation has been invariably subsidiled by the State. It is suggested 
that the cost of storage schemes for supplementing the existing winter 
supplies should be pooled with the costs on the original projects for the 
purposes of financial tests. The best test for undertaking a new irriga
tion project is whether there is a further demand for the agricultural 
wealth that the project will produce. In considering this it should be 
remembered that at least fifteen years are required for a reasonable 
development of the irrigated area after construction has been started. 

The financial requirements of the province demand that the water
rates should be fixed at a pitch that the cultivator can reasonably afford v' 

to pay. The returns to the State from irrigation works alrea.dy built 
are no criterion for fixing water-rates. Certain parts of the province 
are physically less fortunate and schemes for extending irrigation faci
lities into these parts may not be as remunerative. These schemes 
should be pooled with the rest of the irrigation works so that water, the 
natural wealth of the province, is as equitably distributed as possible. 

Irrigation is of such an economic importance to the province that 
a better understanding of the problems connected with it is imperative 
from the electorate and its representatives. 
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